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Degradation by Oltra^ '^ iolet Ligtht
of Wool and other Textile Fibres,
by
Roahan Lai Shiahoo 
A B S T R A C T
Physical and chemical changes occuring in wool as a result 
of exposure to ultra-violet light have been Investigated. 
The methods used included the determination of strength, 
extensibility and reduction in work of rupture, the 
measurement of density, refractive index, urea-bisulphite 
solubility, alkali solubility, water imbibition, specific 
surface area, dye absorption and X-ray diffraction.
There is a progressive decrease in strength and 
extensibility and hence an increase in the reduction in the 
work of rupture of the wool fibre after successive doses 
of ultra-violet radiation* Increases in density and 
refractive indices of the wool fibre were observed, which 
indicated an increase in crystalline - amorphous ratio, 
probably due to molecular chain readjustment effected by 
ultra-violet energy. The imbibition value and the specific 
surface area of exposed wool fibres was reduced, showing 
that accessibility to certain reagents was lowered after 
exposure or that the structure became more compact in the 
molecular sense. Ho appreciable changes in Ü^ ray
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photograph were hovjever observed to confirm these effects.
That the exposure of wool resulted in degradation of 
main-chaina and disulphide linkages was shown by the 
increase in urea-bisulphlte solubility and alkali 
solubility after irradiation* The rate of dye uptake of 
wool fibres was enhanced after exposure* The dyeing rates 
of unexposed and exposed descaled wool were apparently 
equal* One of the main effects of irradiation on Intact 
wool was therefore modification of the cuticle.
The exatïilnation of degradation by ultra-violet light 
was extended to other fibres. Losses in strength, 
extensibility and reduction in work after exposure were 
recorded for matt and bright M 95, viscose rayon, Acrilan, 
Matt Gourtelle, Fibrolane BX and nylon 66. The light 
stability of acrylonitrile fibres seems to be very good, 
followed by nylon, viscose and Fibrolane BX in that order. 
The results of strength tests showed that the presence of 
a delustring agent increased the degree of fibre 
degradation* Ultra-violet exposure resulted in an increase 
in fluidity of viscose rayon, and a diminution of the 
viscosity and molecular weight of nylon* This suggests 
that in both viscose rayon and nylon,rupture of the 
main chain molecules has occured*
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3 li M M A I t ï
Phyaical and chemical changea occuring in wool as a result 
of exposure to ultra-violet light have been investigated#
The methods used included the detenaination of strength^  
extensibility and reduction in work of rupture, the 
measurement of density, refractive index, uroa-bisulphite 
solubility, alkali solubility, water imbibition, specific 
surface area, dye absorption and X-ray diffraction#
There is a progressive dacreaso in strength and 
extensibility and hence on increase in the reduction in 
the work of rupture of the wool fibre after successive 
doses of ultra-violet radiation* Increases in density 
and refractive indices of the viool fibre were observed, 
which indicated an increase in crystalline - amorphous 
ratio, probably due to molecular chain readjustment 
effected by ultra-violet energy# The imbibition value 
and the specific surface area of exposed wool fibres was 
reduced, showing that accessibility to certain reagents 
was lowered after exposure or that the structure foGoamo 
more compact in the molecular sense# No appréciable 
changes in iUx^ ay photograph v/ere however obvserved to confirm 
theao effects#
That the exposure of wool resulted in degradation of 
mai.n-ehalns and diauXphide linkages was shown by the 
increase in urea-Meulphite solubility and alkali
aolubility after irradiation. The rata of dye uptake of 
wool fibres was enhenoed aftei^  exposure. The dyeing rates 
of unexpoeed and exposed desealed ivool were apparently equal. 
One of the main effeats of irradiation on intact wool was 
therefore modification of the cuticle.
The examination of degradation by ultra-violet light 
ÿiyaa extended to other filtres, Losaes in strength, 
oxteneibillty end reduction in work after exposure wok^ e 
recorded for matt and bright #95 viaoose rayon, Acrilan,
Matt Courtelle, FibrolanG BX and nylon 66, The light 
stability of acrylonitrile fibres seems to be very good, 
followed by nylon, viscose and Fibrolane B% in that order.
The results of strength tests ehowed that the presence of 
a delustring agent increased the degree of fibre degradation. 
Ultra-violet exposure rooulted In an increase in fluidity 
of viscose rayon, and a diminution of the visooalty and 
molecular weight of nylon# This suggests that In both 
vieeooo rayon and nylon, rupture of the main chain 
moleculca has occured#
m f  E  0  B  0  €  T  ï  0  M
1 01 - PIlOïOCBIMICAL SJSGEAMnOi OF TEIfiliîS
It Is v30ll kaovR% that the prqIong;ed exposure of textile
fibres to light can result In photochemical dégradation,
one of the beet known llluetratlone of this being the
dlfforonoo in properties bewoen the protected portion and
oxpOBod tip of a %mol fibre.
In order to produce a photochemical change in any
material, light muat not only be absorbed, but alao bo of
sufficiently high energy content to excite the moleculee
of the liTodlntGd e%%betenoo reaultlng in their chemical
reaction or dissociation. Two enaentlal featureo of the
moleoulee of which the textile fibres are composed, the
length of the molecular chain and the cohesion between
adjacent chains, may be affected by these ehatigoe*
Atoms and molooulea emit or absorb radiation only in
discrete energy atepa known ae quanta, the magnitude of a
quantum being directly proportional to the molecular
frequency of a aubotanoe, each molecule taking up one
guantim of radiation in acquiring its activated state, A
molecule can acquire more onergy from a high frequency
radiation than from radiation of a low frequency# Table
I given eome values for the wavelength, frequency and
quantW energy of radiation In a particular range of the 
1
epeotrmi.
Î A B I , 1  I
Range of the 
5peotrim
v,^ w.vv*ungtm vrequoaoy tsnergy per
q u a n tu m
 ^ - 1 2
l a  e r g a
o
â
lO ^ ^ 'e e c * * - ^
Near infra-rad 10,000 3.0 2.0
Visible (rod) ? ,000 4.3 2 .3
Visible (green) 5,500 5.5 3,6
Visible (violet) 4,000 7.5 5,0
Near ultra-violet 3,500 3.6 5.7
Far ultra-violet 2,500 12,0 8.0
It will bo soon that radiation in the near ultra­
violet can provide about three times the energy per quantum 
of* that In the near lnf%*e-red region# The fundamental Imve 
of photoohemietry show that the absorption of radiant energy 
will produce ohemloal changea to an extent dependant upon 
the frequency of radiation, higher frequency radiation 
producing the greatest changes »
Ac received at the surface of the earth, the solar
2
radiation spectrum may be divided approxlnmtely an shown
3.!:1 WiG i-
TABLE II
Ultra-violet radiation 
Visible radiation 
Infra-red radiation
'^8'^ A t Z r a a U o n
00-3300
3800-7600
above 7600
4
43
33
Although only four por-oont ultra-violet radiation lo 
received by the material from the solar radiation, the 
ehangos produced within the fibre are appreciable compared 
%Tlth those produced by the remaining 96 per-oont radiation# 
Thus, although sunlight is in practice the medium reaponalble 
for light degradation of textile materials, In order to 
Investigate the effect of ehorter wavelength (high frequency) 
radiation, en ultra-violet light source hao been used* This 
has the advantage of ooneletency of Intensity, whereas the 
intensity of daylight is a variable factor# Ultra-violet 
radiation has the experimental advantage of producing 
measurable degradation within a reasonable period of time*
The xenon arc has been fcun(f to give the beet 
approximation to sunlight, particularly for the ultra-
o
violet and for ehortor wavelength ultra-violet (below 3500 A)^ 
while the combination of fluorceeent Bunlamp and Blackllght 
lamp also approximates to sunlight# Elliot et al used 
Davie and Gibson liquid filters and a tungsten lamp to 
provide a light source for which the spectral energy 
distribution approximated to that of the sun# Appleby 
found that of the available light eouroee, the high 
intensity carbon are with appropriate filters appeared to 
give the most reproducible results^
An unavoidable factor, when an ultra-violet source Is 
used, Is that osono Is produced by the radiation tvhich might 
directly, or Indirectly, affect the degree of degradation 
caused by the ultra-violet radiation* however normally 
osone is not an Important factor In wool degradation since 
thq osone-produclng radiations of wavelength 1850  ^are 
absorbed by I mm of air at atmospheric pressure.
In the action of light on textile materials there are 
two main typos of photochemical action of importance namely, 
photolysis and photoaensitlsatlonu,
1,02 - Photolysis
In this type of reaction, the radiation absorbed by 
a moloculo produces disruption of a chemical bond with 
oonsequent loss of strength of the textile fibre. The 
rupture of the chain molecules Involves breaking single 
bonds of either carbon-carbon, carbon-oxygen, or carbon- 
nitrogen depending on the fibre, while changes in side 
linkages may involve carbon-hydrogen in addition. The 
energy required to produce these molecular disruptions is 
relatively high; In fact it is only the radiation at the 
shorter wevolongth end of the ultra-violet spectrum
D
(wavelength in the 2500 A region) which has sufficient 
energy per quantum to promote these reactions. These 
photolytlc effects are a direct result of Irradiation and
do not depend on the presoneo of oxygen In contact with the . 
irradiated material, while they aloo occur when the textile
y
fibre la exposed in an inert atmosphère or In a vacuum*
In the photolysis of all macromolocnles, the energy required 
to %)rodtiG0 a oleavago in e chemical bond will depend on the 
nature of the bond end the atome i%ivolvcd.
1*03 ^ PhotoeenGitlaatlon
In some ayetmao where the reactant la Incapable of
absorbing the incident light to any conelderable extent, for
a chemical change to occur It la neoeaeary to introduce Into
the eyetem a eubatanco capable of absorbing the light end of
conveying the energy so absorbed to the reacting moleoulec*
When this energy is staffloieat to came reaction, and
provided that the absorbing substance Is not permanently
transformed thereby, the process is known as Photosensitisation
The presence of oxygen la essential, the rate of roactlon
being negleglblo in its absence aa has boon shown where
irradiation of dyed and undyed fibres in vacuum, or In the
proaence of inert jgases, did not result in significant 
N t l *
degradation* This type of reaction can be Initiated in 
both near ultra-violet, or visible, regions of the speotnm 
depending on the type of sample, Molaturo is another 
environmental factor which, with many types of material, can 
effect a very groat increase in the magnitude of photochemical
e6
change* When a aubatanoo such as a dye
or pigment Is assoolated vdth a fibre, absorption of light 
0%'* near ultra*:^ vl0let radiation may be increeaod and the 
energy tranoferred to thereaoting molecnlea of the fibre $o 
aa to Initiate pboto-oxldatlon# Such dyes or pigments are 
known as photo-sonsltlsers and many dyed textiles will 
conoequently exhibit greatly enhanced degradation la light 
compared vjlth the imdyed material# Even colourleae pigments 
such as sine oxide and titanium dioxide, which have strong 
absorption in the near ultra'^ ^^ vlolot, will act la this tvay aa 
photo<^ *eonaltl$ers #
A general echeme of the mcbanlam Involved haa been 
auggosted, In which the light energy absorbed by the dye 
la transferred to the oxygen in the surrounding atmosphere 
with tho production of activated oxygen# In the prooence 
of water vapouro, the activated oxygen lo assumed to react 
with the formation of hydrogen peroxide# The degradation 
of the toxtlle material lo then due to oxidation by 
activated oxygen and/or hydrogen peroxide, depending on the 
particular textile fibre and the experimental conditions.
1.04 « UÂmüè, M,.
The extreme dlfferencea In atmospheric temperature 
between such altuatlona as high level stations, cultivated 
Melda, rocky outcrop (la%%e), thick vegetation and deepf
water (email) and la frao air above 4i,000 ft, above the 
aurfaoG (aero), result In severe phyeloal and ohemleql
damage, the degradation being greater at places with 
higher tempei^ atnre,
l,Og ^ Effect of rhimlditv
Ashton and Probert studied the photochemical 
degradation of dyed fabric by dayllrht under controlled 
humidity conditions In an attempt to find a relation between 
the relativo humidity of the atmosphere and %;he extent of 
photoohemical degradation of vat-dyed cotton. In general 
an Increaee in humidity usually Increased the degradation,
although the effect depended upon the nature of the fibre.
ip
Bgerton showed that the effect of atmoaphorlo humidity on 
the rate of photoohemleal degradation wea not rreat for 
bright nylon and bright vlecoao rayon ycrne, but wae 
oonelderablo for the eilk and cotton yarns, and very great 
for dull vlecoee- rayon. The degradation of dyed and 
undyed cotton and silk la Increaoed by moisture, and these 
textiles are markedly affected by the volatile peroxide,
On the other hand the degradation of nylon and vlecooG 
rayon is much leas affected by himldlty, and tho effect of 
the volatile peroxide on theee fibres is much less than in 
c o t t o n .
8l.Oô - Other FaotOM
The rate of degradation of a toxtllo material la
p:%'*aatly Influenced by the intonalty of the radiation used
and the time of exposure, and Is Ineroaeod by the Inereaqe
w
of both these faotors* Flynn baa shown that the mm*bor 
of fraoWreo per chain In colluloao la p^roportional to the 
light Intonolty*
The phyaloal structure of the i^mterlal expooed la also 
of aoîDO Importance considering the possible degroo of 
degradation# The coaraer yarns are less auaceptlblo to 
damage than the floor oaea, while in the case of wool fibre 
it has been shown that substantial damage by ultra««*violot 
liglit lo caueed to the ecelee which in tuz'^ n may be roga^ -'x^ ed 
as giving protection to the cortex*
The order of severity of ultra^ ^^ vlolet degradation 
changes with the fibroa of dlfrerenoo chemical structure*
r;
blppol has olaaalfled the light stability of vat'louo 
fibrea as ^hown In Table 111#
TABm III
FilM Light stability
folyamldo^  ^ little
b^ ool little
Natural dllk little
Colluloae Rayon moderate .
Oelluloeo Acetate good
Acrylonitrile very good
Folyvinyle?iIqrld0 . very good
1*0? # Hiyalcal end Chemloal Effects
A progroQolvo loss of strength and oxtenelblllty or
tendering^* is probably the most Important of the changea In 
the phyaloal properties of flbroa which follow pbotoehe:^lcal 
attack*. This provides a reaaonoblo ompirical baole of 
com%)3rleon that %)08aoasea oonaldorablo practical Interoat, 
and it has been used for thio purpose.
The ohomlcal or photodicmlcal degradation of natural 
and mcTMiado tesctlle polymora la aocoxapanled by qhango in 
the flow propertloo (fluidity, vlacoolty) of their oolutlona, 
and such a property might be chosen as a quantitative index 
of the extent of photoohomlcal degradation* Unleeo eucb 
meaouromente cot%Id be reduced to eomewhat more comparable 
forma ÿ ouch as intrineic vleooaltioe, they %^ rov3.de no 
absolute basin for comparing the behaviour of difforeat 
textiles, but they can be of comparative value In a study 
of the photochemical degradation of any pat*ticalar fibre, 
Having com%)leted a geno^ ral em^ 'vey of the problem of 
photochemical degradation of textile fibres, certain flbree 
will now be considered Individually#
1 . 0 8 .  ^
Harris and believed that ultra-violet light
0ou3.d disrupt the dleulphid.e bonds of dry %'mol, so that
20
evQOWally all the eyetlne wae oxidised# The resulting 
degradation of wool, determined byalkali-eolublllty 
moaeurements, and by estimation of liberated ammonia and 
oulnhate sulphur %me dlrootly related to the decrease in 
oyetlne content# The primary action of radiation which 
resulted in the decomposition of cystine, was Independent 
of the moloturo In the system, end was believed to be a 
direct activation of the dieu3.phlde bond# Thla probably 
leada to the transient formation of ions, followed by
20
hydrolyola (%vhich was ahown to be a %)hotochemlcal process),
leading to the evolution of hydrogen eulphldo from the
unstable eulphenlc acid, as given by:-
- - 8- S- GI-L- HÜ- S - OH -
‘ ugor
«Cil -CH^«SH 'S' ÎIOS « CO,. « CH -A,
The Bulphenlc acid (HOS, OHg'#CP%) further docompoeed to
give hydrogen sulphide which was eventually oxidised to 
sulphate -
•*»CII #* soil •wCH — Clio 4" BrtSd A
A direct cleavage of the dlsulphide bond of cystine 
Iteelf by this type of reaction, has also been postulated
Mt
by Anslow and Foster, who showed that when radiant energy 
Is absorbed by this eubetance, the llnkag^eo between the 
halves of the molecule were %veakened, which resulted In 
the disruption of the molecule*
12
There la also evidence to show that free thiol
radicale, R - can be formed by the dleeool&tion of
m
dleulphldee, and further support for thle was provided by
the work done by Grawehavz and Speakman In which the poly- 
morleatlon ofnwacryllc acid ivae pro%noted by cystine and 
ethyl dioulphido# , Since cysteine, lyelne end lodogorgolo 
a d d  are without effect, there can be little doubt that the
■ ' V ■.
ability of Intact vjool to InltlatG polymerleatlon is due to 
the dlaulphldo bond it oontaim. At 25%, however oyetine, 
ethyl dleulphldè and ivool are ineffective in abaonco of 
light, and it wao concluded that tlie free radicale which 
initiate polymoriaation %mre formed by the flaeion of
dlaulphlde bonds under the influence of light#
hv
2R#.S*
R - 8 #^  CHn^G (OH^) G (CH,.) 4
a .. S « GHo-C (CH.,) « CHg« C (Cl-U)'I P 1 P
COOH COOH
HÇIÉ ifl* « W  ^  w *  * #
The hydrolytic cleavage of the dleulphlde group of 
cyetine in wool, by the act),on of light le olmllar to that 
poatu3a ted by Crowder and Harris to account for the 
degradation of wool In alkaline solution#
Wool which la relatively more stable to light than 
ellk, la oxidised during Irradiation, the chief point of 
attack being the dleulphlde group of the amino add, cystine,
12
which la present In wool but not In allk* Tho group la 
readily attaokod by oxidising agents end booomaa more 
ausQoptlblo to the action of alkelia* The extent to which 
wool la oxidlsod bears a functional relationship to the 
decrmee In its oyatino content and to the inoreaae in Ite 
alkali eolublllty# the total sulphur oontente of the 
untreated and acld-troated oamplee deoreaee during exposure# 
Moreover hydrogen sulphide evolved readily oxldlaea to 
sulphuric acid, which would account for the comparative eaoe 
with whlob some of the dleulphldo sulphur in wool la converted 
to sulphate sulphur#
The dlaulphlde group abaorba ultra-violet radiation and 
although it was found that the amount of cyetlne lost in the
Irradiation was 25 percent of the total content, after
exposure for 2 hours, no further Increaae In eyetine loaa 
was noticed up to 200 hours # On the other hand Incroase
In exposure time from 2 to 20 hours greatly Increased the
eupercontraetlon, It thorofo%'*e ceeme unlikely that
SB
cystine taken any part in aupercontractlon prooeae, haly 
et al suggested that tyrosine might be involved in the 
strong polar bonde or oo-operatlve eocondary bonde, which 
when broken In lithium bromide solution allowed the 
secondary euporoontraction atage #
13
t.)Barritt and King found that the aulphtsir content of 
wool v?aa rod'ocod of tor irrodlation and that it was a till
lower after washing with N/1000 sodium hydroxide* They
consldorcd the resultant loo a of v;eight of wool was due to
tbo detatcbment of oorbed sulphur dioxide. That tiic
extract muofe contain matoriaXs other than this %mo shown
by the fact that it yielded a hygroscopic solid on
evaporation, and that it absorbed in the ultra-violet
region# tho spectrum of the aqueous extract of irradiated
wool is seen to resemble that of an oxtonoively irradia ted
32>#5i
solution or tyrosine* The aquGoua extract spectrum io 
unaffected by a change in pH from 3 (the original; to 12#
It is possible that oxidation of tho phenolic component
has takon place during irradiation, with tho formation of 
dopa-quinone 0:4 - dikoto phonylanaline) or similar 
residues which no longer contain lonlnablo groups. This 
oxidation mooWnism is supported by tho observation that 
heat-damaged oxidised) wool gives a digest spectrum
which indicates the production of a similar substance# 
Differences in chemical composition botwooo root, 
middle and tip sections of normal crimped, and of copper - 
deficient steely douth African Merino wools were
32
irwoBtlgated by bouw, os well as tho influence of those
14
difforoocoa on acid dye-absorption, alkali solubility and 
urea bisulphite solubility# In normal wools, the loss In 
cyotiao and tryptophan content and inoroaao la cystoic acid 
revealed tlio extent of hydrolytic and oxidative weathering 
damage and explained tho changes in solubility and dye 
absorption* Copper deflciont root wools contain loss 
cystine but more cystelno and oyatolc acid, and have lower 
alkali solubility and dyc-abaorptioa than tho no^ '^ mal vmol, 
and wore considered to bo Incompletely korotinised # 
Keratlniaation can continue as a result of an increaee in 
crosa-Xinking during ageing and weathering on the animal^a 
back, thereby motoring tho aikali-solubiXlty and dyo 
absorption to levelo associated with normal weathered wools *
The tips of tho wool fibroo are known to have a low 
oyotlns content clue to weathering, and it has boon shown 
that cysteic acid Is present# As weathering involves tho 
prolonged interaction of light and water with wool, tho 
prooooo which oocura should bo similar to tho photo-nhcmical 
reaction»
The alkall-solubility Increases when wool is degraded 
either by poptide^bood breakdown or rupture of tho 
dlsulphide bond and is a most useful method for assessing 
tho damage* Moreover, diaorlentstion of macromolecular 
structure I'osultlng from tho breaking of hydrogen bonds
15
only Ccègf f llfehinm bromide, phenoli aluo greatly increaaea
the alkali oolabllity although no covalent bond a have 
10
boon broken,
Tbo abaorption apoctrum of the alkali aolutlono 
obtained during alkeli-^ -oolubillty teato of wool cxpoaod to 
ultra "^ violet lights resembled that of wool which had been 
rofluxed for d liours In 2W sodium hyéroKiûo and both curves 
reproduced the characteristic minimum and maximum shown by 
tyrocino in 2B sodium hydroxide solution.
The awolllng in O.I ,N. sodium hydroxide io o. function 
of the time of exposure to aimXlght^  values of over 100 pm* 
cent resulting from, exposing cloth for 600 hours (unexposed 
wool swells less than 10 per coat)* this easy swelling 
makes exposed wool tips dye darker shades than tbo rest of 
tho fibre la f a s t l l i n g  acid dyes with large aggregated 
molecules^ and lighter than the rest with aomo disporaod 
acid colours♦ The presence of -CPO and groups inhibits 
the development of the full shade with some chrome dyea *
That light has cm important effect on tlie cuticle is 
shown by the fact that wool exposed in a F a d e t a r  is 
much more quickly wetted by a solution of a detergent^ end 
by the reduction in shrinkage in washing and milling  ^after 
prolonged exposure $ Moreover, an increased reaction is 
found with the Pauly test in which brown atains ore formed
16
with the tyroalno In tho cortex#- (The outl qle lo
believed w  have a few tyroeli'^ e roeldwe) *
Althou^b exposed wool wote very readily j, the amount 
of moisture lAloh It co-ntalne when 1^^ equilibrium '^jith an
atmoophe%*e of defined temperature and Wmldlty, le rather
fjf
108$ than with nneacpoeed wool#
Aoeordlng to Luadgreng %^ ho attempted to explain tho 
moohaoism of yellowing of wool, the ultra^^vlolot light 
energy le absorbed by the ehromophorlo groupe, chiefly the 
aromatic and hetrooycllo oentree and poeeibly tho onollsed 
peptide chain groupa* It la known that the aolylatlon of 
hydroxy groupa of tyrosine Imparte a moaoure of protection 
-to wool, allk and other proteins, indicating that phenolic 
groupe are Involved# However the fact that simple amino#» 
aolda euch ao alanine became yellow w*mn treated with ultra 
violet light led Lundgren to the conclusion that the 
yellowing mechaniem lo complex and that several proceaaee 
may occur eimultaneouely* He found from the experiments 
with titaaate eetere that alkoxy radicale acting as free 
radical ecavengere are the active agents effective for 
inhibiting the yellowing of wool by light# Thle yellowing 
can bo inhibited by impregnating the wool with butyl 
phosphate and acetic anhydride, or bettor still with butyl 
titanate*
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Qrahom and Statham have attributed the ye3.1o%*j'lng of 
wool to the ooavorolon of tryptophazu into coloured
4o
derivatives and this claim %vas also confirmed by Wnaox 
who observed a fall/ln the content of tryptophan during
Irradiation#
w
Lennox found that when wool was exposed for one 
hour to ultra#»vlolet radiation with a 129 watt lamp^ a 
deep yellow shade was developed, the yellowing produced 
occurlng allghtly more, readily In dry air than In molat 
air# Studies on yellowing were made by a differential 
apoctraphetometrlo absorption method for measuring colour 
in wool# The Increaae In absorption at 3200 ^ which 
accompaniee the dleappm'^ance of greenlah colour developed 
under anhydrous oondltlene aug-eot that yellowing by ultra#"# 
violet Irradiation can proceed by at leant W o  oteps* One 
of these la a photochemical atop to give a green component 
which then reacts with water In a second stop to give 
material with A max at 3200 X# The second atop thereby 
Intenalflee the yellowing # A groen»»yellow shade la 
produced In dry wool fabric when exposed to ultra#»vlolet 
Irradiation over a deelocant, A max ocouring at about
j o , ^
Ô300 A in addition to usual A max at 3200 A# On expoeuro
Q
to the molet air, the absorption peak at 6300 A dléappoared
©
and the optical density at 3200 A Increased to a higher 
value than ie obtained by radiation In moist air#
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Amino acid analysis of wool fabric after yollowlng 
and exposure of Individual amino aoldo and peptides to 
Irradiation treatment ouggeat that cystine wan the amino 
a d d  chiefly reoponaiblo for the dleoolouratlon process* 
C6mtl0].ionl ouggeoted that tho yellow oolom-* produced 
when wool io exposed to ult%'a##"Vlolct radiation le duo to 
tho reaction of eulphuric mddg produced by tho photo*^  
chemical oxidation of qyatlne, with choloosterol and 
related compounds preeont la wool grease.
Üendlt moaem^W the ulti^ 'a-^ vlolet 
spectrum of keratin, Irradiated with ultra#»violet light 
from a 129 high preaeure mercury lamp, and noticed an 
Increase in absorption at wavelengths above 3000 A. He 
suggested that tho cauee of the additional absorption is 
undoubtly aeeoelated with the yellowing of certain amino 
acids, pai'tlcularly cyatlne, vfhen exposed to ultra#»violet 
radiation, but It might also be due, at least in part, to 
Increased poptenolate absorption.
Haly found that the affecta of radiation roach right 
into the near#*8%ia region of the fibre and concluded that 
thin might result from (1) diffusion of photochemical 
products (11) more direct transfer of excitation energy by 
means of exclton diffusion or eenaltlaed fluoreaconce*
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Bradbwy has analysed outlolo rich material and 
whole fibres from both untreated and irradiated wools, and 
conoluded that the outer region of a fibre lo no more 
affooted by irradiation than tho whole fibre *
It has boon known for many yoaro than one of the 
offooto of ultra#»vlolet radiation on vmol Is to Ineroaoo 
tho rate of uptake of eomo dyoe# Other treatmonto which 
produoo a olmllar result includo modification of %vool by 
alkali, by acid and by ohloi'ination» Lindborg'" concluded 
that reaction of alkali and acid with the fibre opicuticlo
responsible for the Incroaeed rate of dye uptake In
%
these caaeo# Holy euggeated that In ease of ultro##vlolet 
irradiation of wool It io again modification of the 
oplcutlcle which le prlmai'lly roeponalblo for the 
aooelorated rate of dye uptake # Abraded piocea of wool 
fibres, irradiated and un#»lrradlated, were imierccd in dye 
at room temperature on the aame microscopic elide and 
examined at intorvalo for the depth of colour. Both 
Irradiated and nou'^irradiated plecee appeared to dye at 
approximately the mamo rate, and were heavily dyed before 
an intact fibre on the same slide had achieved any 
appreciable colouration* It thue appeere that If ultra#» 
violet lif#t affects rate of dye absorption by the wool 
fibre cortex the effect le secondary to modification of 
cuticle *
BO
20Haly suggooted that radiation had an Important
m
ofToct on tyroalno roaldum In wool, and Garland supported 
the Idea of a correlation between tyrosine modification and
antlfoltlng proportlea of wool, which might oxplela the 
dirforonco in fciting properties of wool after irradiation#
iG also found that the wool fibre, after ultra#»vlolet
Irradiation from a high prossuro mercury In quarts source, 
whon heated in lithium bromide solution, ouperoontracted
much more rapidly than normal flbroo* These phenomena
0
remain when wave-lengths shorter than 2900 A ere
eliminated, but a lon^ i^ er time of irradiation la required *
h$
R^egocinakl and bund found that tho damage caused by 3.1ght 
W&0 of similar typo to that for alkali-treated flbroo and 
tho ourvea of auporcontraction were also very much alike in 
shape A The modification due to light inoreaaea pro#» 
poi'tionatoly with the time of mcpooure# They have 
indicated tho degree of such damage as ^Recovery tlme^ ' 
from the beginning of the reaction (taken aa tho time of 
Immarelon of fibres In the reagent) up to the point v;hen 
the flbree have fully recovered In length from the eupor- 
contraction* This method of testing uaoc as a critai'icn 
of damege the time of recovery from sup^oreontractlon In 
amionlaca3. cawtio potash elnce this makee a clear 
distinction boween different modifloation In tho fibroa 
caused by cold, by alkali, or by light*
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liools that have been weathered during growth felt
go
more readily than less exposed tvoole, though eloth that
has boon exposed to daylight for several weeks felts muoh
97
leae than unoxpoeed fabrio#
%Mohan and speakman have ehovai that slight tonalon 
during Irradiation dooa not affect the degree of damage 
suffered by the fibre. From X-ray obaorvetione Aetbury 
and W^ oode stated that irradiation of unatretohed keratin 
by ultra-violet or X-raya oeuoea inter-molecular changea 
analogo%;e to thoao due to the action of water on etretohed 
keratl%% #
The work required to stretch a alngle wool fibre 30
per cent of its lei%th in water at a standard temperature 
la oharacterletlc of that fibre, and roprodueible within 2 
percent If the fibre la rested in water for 24 heure
between exteneions* If the croee-llnks the keratin
molecule have been attacked in any way, the work to
otrotoh la affected. the change being a measure of the
53
extent of damage* Irradiation produoee this effect, since
30
dleulphlde croee#'linkage groupa are hydrolysed and other 
changea also take place. Change in work of etrotoh is 
clearly of importance In manufacturing proceeeee in which
the elaatloity of wool oomee Into play#
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It hm boon shorn that the primary proooao oecuring 
in photoohemlcal attack on wool fibro ia tho brcakdown of 
the dlsulphido bonds with the formation of sulphydryl and 
aldohydo aido chains, and that tho chaogos in tho physical 
Gharacteristio of the material, changes In dyeing réaction, 
and tho increased aolablllty of wool protein are all second­
ary developmeato* It is known that tho reactions 
responsible for the production of permanent set, which 
occur on treating the ntretched fibres under specific 
conditions, are dependent on tho pre^exiotonce of intact 
disulphido bonds and that both - SH and - GHO groups Can 
play only a minor role in the production of bonds which 
prevent the collapse of stretched fibres on the eubseqi.ient 
treatmentA MoMohan and Upoakmon utilised tho sotting 
reaction as an index of damage for exposed fibres and 
followed the fundamental changes occur lag :ln single fibres 
or groups of fibres, without recourse to treatment of large 
masses of troatmont. kino fibres suffer eel more rapid 
attack than coarse, and natural pigmentation afforded some 
protection against sunlight damage elthow^b removal of the 
more soluble proteins mû reduction of the ash content of 
the fibres did not affect tho rate of attack * LooaoXy 
bound water played a more important role in photochemical
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breaWQwm than the firmly bound watear absorbed at low 
humidities* Support foi" tho view that primary 
photoohemloel prooeeo oocurlng In wool fibres la one of 
hydrolysis, weo obtoinod by irradiation at various
humldltlea *
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MoCann t^ zhlle studying the effect of different 
wavolwgthe on the degradation of wool suggoated that 
degradation of the fibre is Initiated by radiation of 
wave-length 8937 A# but after it had started, longer 
wave-longtha could have an offact# Tho degradation 
oommencea probably at the outer surface perhaps in the 
ecalea and proceado eteadily Inwards as exposure continuée, 
leading to a more porous structure In the fibre #
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Molmaroglou concluded that the diffusion of a dye 
1$ more rapid In the Irradiated fibre probably due to 
their more porous eurface# Ho alee said that there was 
come evidence that the longer wave radiation counteracts 
the action of short wave radiation and that the modification 
is caused by both short and long wave radiation, each acting 
IndepeMently #
1*09 - Cotton
celluloae the rupture of the chain molecule by 
tho ultra-violet irradiation Involves single bonde of
24
either oarbon-carboa or oarbon-cucygen, The energy
required for both these qhaogee appears to bo of the
5?
order of 80-90 kg* cal* per mole*.'
Ml
It hae been clearly eatabllehed that ivhen dyed and 
undyed textllo materials, Including cotton, are exposed to 
aunlight behind glaae (l»e* to light of wavelength greater 
than 3400 A), there la negleglble degradation In tho 
abaence of oxygen* Egei'ton and Oulrguia carried out 
come experiments to study the effect of li§ht from a
Vlatan quarta mercury vapour lamp, having over 96 per-oont
(}
of the radiation emitted of mvelength 253? A* In moat 
caeee It found that the comparative effoct of oxygen 
and Inert gaaea on the extent of degradation of cotton 
depended on the particular property of the colluloae uaod 
to study the degradation* Using meaeurementa of tenolle 
strength ae the criterion, the difference between expoaure 
in oxygen and carbon dioxide was alight $ There was a 
somewhat larger difference with meaeuremente of fluidity 
and copper number, and with tbeoe criteria the degradation 
in carbon dioxide was approxlamtely two#*thlrd$ of that of 
oxygen* There was also an Inoreaee In the carboxyl content 
of cotton Irradiated In carbon dioxide or nitrogen; a atll:
SB
larger effect was observed on exposure in oxygon*
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Stillings and Mostrand obsorved the production 
of carbon dioxide end carbon monoxide on Irradiation of 
cotton In nitrogen# The formation of carboxyl groups may 
be a preliminary mtep In the reaction leading to tho 
liberation of carbon dioxide from tho cotton* The aouroe 
of carbon monoxide la presumably aldohydlc (or kotonlo) 
groupe present In the cellulose# The results of 
experlmonto in which cotton was irradlat^ed la the atmoapho^ -'e 
of dry and moist nitrogen euggeeted that the presence of 
water vapour under these conditions had no influence. on 
the varlouo properties of the cellulose, auoh as loee In . 
tensile strength, copper number, fluidity and Methylene 
Blue absorption.
The lack of effect of oxygen and tho inhibiting 
effect of water vapour show that oxidation and hydrolysis, 
the expected reactions, do not play a predominant part In 
the photochemical reaction of cellulose In the far ultra­
violet. In tho near ultra-violet however these reactions 
have been stated to aeeume a dominant role# v&en a light 
aource that Inoludeo both of thece regione is used, it la 
reaeonablo to exmot a mixture of effecte. This may
explain why stilling and Van Noetrand using a O.E# Quarts
Unlarc (model UA&ÔA8), which has about equal output In the
m
nearj^  middle and far ultra#violet régions, did not obaorve
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the effects peculiar to each region* Again when teste 
vmre nmde m  ootton 3.1aters expoaod to radiation from a 
mercury are lamp with different filters, the degradation 
effect did not seem to be limited to any particular wave# 
length t)ut Inoreaaed towards ohorter wavolengtk-s In the 
vicinity of 2 5 0 0
%%ter vapour waa found to retard the decrease In 
«C-oellülOGO and the depolymerloatlon of cotton celluloa 
during Irradiation in the far ultro#vlolet, and the 
retardation oooured with, or without the preaenoo of 
oxygen* The retarding by %^ater vapour in the far ultra­
violet wae aacrlbod to lntex'*^chaln water bridging with the 
hydroxyl gz'^ oup on carbon 2 or 3 , thus interfering with 
tho freedom of displacement of the carbon atom. It wan
V
also found that only one %)hoton out of thousand, at ivave*
0
length of 2)40 A, enoountere conditions favourable for a
rupture of the cellulooe molecular chain* Bvldenoe has 
been pi»e$onted to eubetantlate tho theory that certain 
wavelength reglone in the spectrum may Interact In euch a 
manner aa to reduce to a net value the groae degrading 
effect of the total incidental radiant energy on cotton 
cellulose.# Thue clear glaea has a allghtly greater 
protective effect when used to acreen a eample of cotton 
fabric from carbon ere radiation than doea blue glass oven 
though the latter has a lower"tranemleeion throughout the 
epectrmn.*
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In studies of the properties of photosetieitisiug 
dyo8 Kauteky paid partloulai* attention to tho quo$iohlng 
of lumlnGCenee of tho basic dye Acrlflavine* )3oth 
Aoriflavine and Aoridino orange LP inoreaoed the photo- 
ohemleal degradation of cotton in both dry and humid air, 
although to a omallor extent than the active vat dyes*
One of the moat important features of the degradation of
textile materials by light of wavelength greater than
o
3400 A, la the property poeaeesed by many dyes of 
accelerating the rate of degradation* Certain vat dyes 
e.g#9 Caledon Yellow 9G (I.C*!#) and Clbanone Yellow R 
'(C*I* No* 1170) are capable of increasing the rote of 
tendering of cotton to a large extent# The role of acid, 
direct cotton and sulphur dyes towarde degradation of 
cotton, silk and nylon was also Investigated and all theee 
dyes appear to have the photoeoneltlelng effect.
A general eoheme of the mechanism Involved in the
io,n,i2
photoeeneitleatlon has been suggested in which tho energy 
absorbed by a dye or pigment under irradiation la trans­
ferred to the oxygen in the surrounding atmosphère with 
the production of activated oxygen# In the presence of 
water vapour the activated oxygen la aeoumed to react with 
the formation of hydrogen peroxide # The photodegradation
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Of cotton or other oelluloslo material oauaed by the
formation of hydrogen oeroxlde baa been explained In the
sy
following manner# Under the influence of radiation of
 ^o
wavelength leee than 3700 A, hydrogen peroxide la 
dooompoaed by the reaction —
hv -4^  20Hd d
The ultimate deoompOBItion products of the photolyaia
of hydrogen peroxide are water and oxygen, and the chain
mechaniam of the photolyela is apparently propagated by
the reactions —
110 'S' II HO,-I 4- 1‘lf^O
i'lO^ l'L.^0 4' Cd d d d d
Possible reactions by which chaîna may be terminated
aro
HO 4 BOo RÇ 4 0,2
Consequently, in the interaction of hydrogen peroxide and 
organic aoceptoro In the presence of light, there 1$ a 
poaalblllty of the formation of hydroxyl and radicale, 
and these may take part in the oxidation of the textile
The degradation of pigmented cotton ia Increased 
conaldorably by the presence of either alnc oxide, alnc 
aulphlde or titanium dioxide, but not by alnc carbonate#
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It :la proouiiied that thia cllfrorent oonsitising proporty
could bo attributed to the obsorvatlon that sine carbono.to
Q 63.64#
la transparent* to wavelengths below 3 8 0 0 â#
It v?as found by Egorton that the lose in strength 
of cotton exposed to ultra-violet light was further 
increased if the cotton was given a boiling treatment with 
a aoap solution after irradiation# This treatment, however, 
decreaood the fluidity of highly tendered cotton« It v/ould 
Goem likely that much of the photochemical dégradation, of 
cotton by Ghortvmve ultra-violet radiation occurs near the 
end of the coIJn^lose chain^ possibly in the section contain­
ing the potontiolly aldoydic group * It was observed by 
Egerton that tho degradation of cotton that has been 
irradiated in nitrogen or carbon dioxide was increased by 
storage In the dark for a period of several weeks # It 
would appear that considerabXo degradation of the textile 
fibre oocurod in tho absence of oxygen, but depending upon 
tho particular textile fibre, furtheir degradation might 
result as a consequenco of the presencG of oxygon in the 
surrounding atmoaphoro* Tho photoehomical degradation is 
aocompanled by tho drop in tho degree of polymer!option and 
the (C-colluloGO content*
JO
1 * 1 0 - Regenerated Cellulose Pibree
Xn the oaao of regenerated cellulooo fibres, the 
result of tho photochemiGal degradation has boon sugroeted 
as a form of hydrolysis * The giuoosidlc 1 , 4 - linkage is 
split and the aldohydic groups formed are, in the delustored 
fibre, .further oxidised to carboxyl groups, tho titanium 
dioxide acting as an oxidation catalyst* This further 
oxidation does not appear to take place In lustrous fibres* 
Tho action of light on viscooo rayon, both matt and
m
lustrous, was studied by Kielnet and Mosamor, the effect 
being more harmful io oaao of the matt fibre ; tho degree of 
tendering Increased with the fibre fineness * Contamination 
of the tOKtilos with acids, aa woll ao acid groups foraed 
by oxidative reaction in tho colluj^oso material itoolf 
increased the degradation# In the presence of titanium 
dioxide pigment tho sulphur in tho aclclifiod fibre is 
easily oxidised to free sulphuric acid resulting In 
Increased degradetion*
hxperlmento carried out at pH values of 3 , 5 , 7 , 9  
and 11 liave shown that metals auoh as copper and, in 
particularp Iron, have a catalytic effect on tho photo­
chemical degradation* It was suggested that this offeet 
could DO largely eliminated by conversion of salts Into 
insoluble procipitatos or by the formation of a salt complex
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ScWen found little dlffermioo, on an average, 
between the dry tonallo atrongtbe of the irradiated bright 
and dull vleooee rayon yarn, but When the degree of poly­
merisation was used as an Index of the deterioration, tho 
vleeoeo rayon whloh had not been deluetred proved auperior 
in aomo reepeeta#
Samples of brl"ht vieooae rayon, undyed end dyed, wore 
oxpoeod to Gunllght and the amount of radiation was 
measured on a specially ooimtrueted Instrument (tin-oaeoium 
photoelectric cell and oloctro-magnotie recorder)# After 
each exposure %)erlod, aamplee were tea tod for loas of 
strength* A definite relation between tho degree of 
degradation and the amount of radiation waa eatabllnhed *
Dyed eamplee were more roaletant to sunlight exposure, the 
reeletonce being greetùùt with dyeo that were fastest to 
light. The .products of photodegradation of celluloae were 
considered to Increase the reflection of tho fabric in the 
ultra-violet region, thus protecting it from the defect of 
radiation.
Irradiation of regeneratod celluloee (Cellophane 
fllme) with ultra-violet raye was found to result in the 
ruptwe of gluooslde llnkagee, whereby part of the 
absorbed light quanta produced oxidation of alchollc groups# 
The rupture of glucoeide bonds led to the formation of
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luminoaceiit controB aaaoeiatod with the C 0 groups and 
with increasing number of these .groups, the lumlnoacenco 
maximum ahxfted in the direction of the longer v^aveXengtha* 
Those results led Bapolakix to the ooncluaion that 0 0
group preoont ixi eoXluloae initiates the photochemical 
reaction#
The optical density of films oT cellulose and 
cellulose acetate films Increased much more when irradiated 
in the presence of nitrogen than in oxygon;' £or nylon the 
rovorae was the oaae, tho optical density being Increaood 
to aoiaewhat more after radiation in oxygen than .in nitrogen* 
Held expraaaod the woathoring of cellulose acetate 
io terns of the change In tho lustre of the material, and 
attributed this to its photo-chemical degradation, although 
no differonco was found between the acotyX content, clyo 
content, and viacosltios of cellulose acetate in the 
exposed and unexposed portions*
1 * 1 1 - Synthetic fibres
Most polymers are degraded by irradiation and 
99
Roberta suggested that fibres containing arcnnatio groups 
Toryloao were relatively resistant, whereas
oellulosic fibres,which do not contain any aucb groups, 
were extremely suBcoptiblo and degraded easily*
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It v;as shown by linoa that light and other 
atmoaphoïvio condltlona activate tho polyamide molecule, 
and that tho hydrolyaie of tho amido groups résulta in now 
amino and carboxyl groups and also in the foi'matlon of 
double bonda and peroxidoo* It was also shown that 
during a hunch.'od-day oxposuro, tho h%olocular weight of the 
polyamides was reduced and that fibres containing titanium 
dioxide clopolymcrlsod to a greater extent than flbroa with-
n
out tlionium dioxide $ Kord reported on the formation of
0
an absorption centre at 2900 A, in nylon by the action of
ultra-^ violet light and aug^ o^atoci that the proceaoeo
involved tree radicals and that the centn'O was either on
tho alkyl, or acyl, poroxy radical*
Tho rupture of tho chain inoloculoe of nylon (and silk
fibroin.) will involve the scisalon of either carbon-carbon
y6
or aarbon^m:iltrogon sinri/. bonds * Carpenter found that
when monolayers of atoaranilide, bon%yl-otearylamino, and 
P -phonyloti"yl-atoarylamine wore Irradiated with radiation
0
of wavelength 2 5 3 7  A, thoeo aubstaucos underwent photolya:
at the CO - HI! linkairo * T: o suggestion was made that
proteins containing omino-acida with light-absorbing side-
chaîna might undergo breakage of tho adjacent CO - Wh
linkages in an analogous manner* The energy required for
thia change appears to ho of tho order of 80 - 9 0 kg* cal# 
5?
per mole.
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Investigating the degradation of nylon filament by
7?
ultra-violet irradiation, Koto suggested that it was 
highly probable that ultra-violet irradiation would give 
rise to photo-oxidation of nylon polyamide chains* This 
will result in the formation and accumulation of certain 
aldyhycUc subotaiices aa relatively stable intormedlatea 
with which Procion Black hCS could combine under weak 
alkaline conditions by virtue of some reactive groups, 
prosumo-hly amino groups, existing in its own moIecuIoB*
The olectronio spectra have been obtained for a 
number of irradiated polyamides (Including nylon 6 # 6  and 
nylon 6*10) and monomeric amides* These spectra indicated 
that both froG radical species are produced as primary
70
produote *
n
Egerton and Filton exposed undyad films of nylon 
and methylfâothoxy nylon to the effect of radiation# They 
found A after prolonged expoauro to a high-pressuro moroury-
vapour lamp {Q.E.C* Osram), in oither oxygen or nitrogen, 
only slight changea in absorption spectra, either 
Immediately after exposciro, or after otorage in tho dark 
at room temperature or at 50%; further that on exposui’o
to a low-pressure mercury lamp emitting mainly at 2537 A , 
profound changos wore producod in tho films* Those 
changes were (a) m  effect shown Immediately b ftor exposure,
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and (b) a post-irradiation effect which appears on storage
in  tho dark and mo greater on storage at higher temperature 
The results with the uudyed films suggested that on 
irradiation with near ultra-violet and visible light no 
trapped free radicals wore produced in tho polymer material, 
which makes it doubtful whether froo radicals play any pari 
In the degradation of textile materials which are oxpoaed 
to sunlight behind glass*
ÛCÎ
Lawton et al, and others have reported results v;hiob
t
indicated that nylon io primarily croas-^ -^llnked by ioniiri^ ig 
radiation• However Oeely et al, concluded from tho 
results of the radiation of nylon that although -.nylon 
cross-links, scIasion must also play an important role,
since tho degree of cross-linking saturates at a rather
Û& 63
low value* Although înlttla and Schwemmor have reported
differences in radiation.-of fee ta which they have attributed
to tho preaonce or abaonoo of oxygon, it must bo concluded 
that the effects of pressure are aa notable aa tho effects 
of oxygon, and are perhaps more iraportant* Tho aoioaion- 
to-orooa34,nking ratio of nylon Irradiated in nitrogen ie 
almost twice that for nylon irradiated in vacuum* Tho 
more rapid deterioration of tensile properties in nylon 
irradiated In nitrogen was further proof of this effect *
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Hydrogen vma the principal product from nylon
irracllo.ted In vacuo wbiiQ methane was the predominant
product in nitrogen irradiation. Paper chromatography
of nylon has coneistently ahown that greater amounto of
amines were present in l;ho Irradiated nylon than In nonnal
m
nylon* Tho rosulto Indicated that oclooion had ocourod
at all points in tho hoxamothylone prooent in hydrolysate
of both irradiated and unirracllated nylon. Tho hydrolyaate
from irracJiatod nylon was found to contain all poaeiblo
primary aminos resulting from eoiasion of tho hoxamethylcne-
dlamino basic unit# btophonaon ot al, asauvacd that tho
moohanlem of irradiation of nylon was baaed on tho reaction
taking place In an oxygon-froo atmosphoro and that the
photoohomlcal reaction mB a free radical reaction#
Ultra-violet irradiation wae ropoi^ted to oauao a
darkening of nylon and a gommineaa of the strrfaoo, by
Ü4
btophonuon ot al* They studied tborolatlvo officioncy 
of different v^ ivelongtha of ultm-vlolet light in producing 
photolytio reaction In polytnere whoa they were irradiated 
in an inert atmoophoi'e* Tho curfaco oonditiona after 
irradiation created a large 'uncertainty in their data# 
howovar tbo Irradiation with tho three bande of ultra- 
violet light showed, at leaot quantitatively, that the 
ohortor wavelength band produced the greater changes in 
tho physical proportion and that o throohhold photon
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energy for damage of nylon could bo expected# Tho 
oxporimontal rooulte wore similar to thooo repox'ted by 
Idttrl© and bioman and Bo]
An intoroBting effect of light on polyamidoe baa 
been recorded by Achham?*\ar ot who claim an Increaoo in 
c ryetel liaity after Irradiation. Tbo light caused a 
decroaae in molooular weight without a obango in basic 
structure and an of water - and alcohol
rcoiotanco #
beourod and boat aet taffota made from ?0 -donier 3 4  
filament Amilon yarn (nylon 6 ) wee irradiated for various 
periods of time in a Fade-O^Moter and tho degi'adation 
oascaaod by meaeuremento of Intrinsic viscosity number#
Tbo average dogree of polymerisation docreaead rapidly at 
first, while tho amount of water-soluble material increased 
ill proportion to tho oxpoeui'o time# From tho above 
experiments it was deduced by Haahimollf^^ that tho molecular 
chain of nylon 6  la split up by light at random.
At'oomowhat higher levels of irradiation, the ultimate 
tensile strength and the modulus of elasticity of tho 
undrawn nylon was found to increase while those of drawn 
nylon continued to decrease until they approximated to 
nearly the same level# At a still higher degree of
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radiation tho ultimate tonallo strength of both drawni and 
undrawn oamplos dropped sharply while tho modulus of 
olaoticity increaeocl sharply.
Titanium dioxide Incorporated in man-mad0 taxtilo 
ribroo by tho addition of finely divided pigment to the 
aplnning; mixture before oxtrualon 1 3 , however, capable of 
increasing tho photochemical degradation of nylon and 
cellulose acetate in dry air* It appears from the 
obeervatioUD that the proccas of photos eu a i 11aa tion 
ooouring with active white pigment io essentially the same 
as with vafc* dyoe and dyos of obbor claooos, and iovolvoo 
the formation of activated oxygon and hydrogen peroxide*
ÿ%
The pl'iotolyoio of polyacrylonitrlle hao also been 
invüotigûtcd using solutions of polyjiior in a solvent 
oompoaed of ethylene carbonate and propylene carbonate 
(00:20 by vBigiit), and by using the polymer in powder and 
film form * All samploa were exposed to uXti'o-violet 
light* In solution a random o h.m 1 n-o 0 is a 1 on r*oaotion took 
place and at the oamo time, photochemical ixxictions ocoured 
involving side groups of the polymer chains * Film and 
powder specimen- become crosslinked#
Aorllon deterioratos faster viljen irradiated in 
nitrogen than it does when irradiated In vacuum. Thé 
more rapid détérioration in nitrogon la in agreement with
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the higher soîasion to arose-llnking ratio (determined by
goX formation) in nitrogon# Tho difference between
vacuum and nitrogen oonclitlono was again indicated in the
moloGïilar weight TOaouromenta * The molooiila.r weight of
Aorilan irradiated in nitrogon changed hardly at all while
the molecular weight of Acrilan Irradiated In vacuum
Incroaaod by about 75 per cent*
Little haa reported that polyaerylonltrilo retains
its tcmaiXo proportion after high cloaeo of radiation bettor
than most polymera* Th:la was in agreement with the data
04
^glvon by dtophonoon et al, who aXao found that the pronenco 
of oxygon did net-alter the irradiation procoaaeo in 
polyacrylonitriloj as it does In polyethylene and 
polyamides#
In case of polytbylenoglycol terephthalate flbroo
(Torylone and Dacron), tho photocîiomioal proceaaea that
take place during irradiation have been attributed mainly
to tho cloavare of molecular chains (probably C - 0
linkages)# It was pointed out that photoehomical
décomposition is caused in the first place by ultra-violet
o o
rays of the wavelength range 2 7 0 0 A - 3 4 0 0 A. In this 
range the polyester exhibits a much greater absorption
than any other fibre, ahovnUig distinct maxima at
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wavelongthe 2 8 9 0 A and 3 1 0 0 A* Since tbie portion of ultra­
violet light io to a great oKtent abaorbed by glaoa^ 
polyester fabrica Ceurtaino) may be expected to poeeoosa 
much longer life behind glass than on direct expooure#
Gel formation cxporimoata also gave conclusive 
evidence of differont ocioaion-^to^'orooollnking ratioe for 
vaouum^ and nitrogen, irradiatocl palyothyleao# Thtie 
difference wao supported by the different rates of change 
in tensile properties. Tho molecular weight of 
polyethylene irradiated in nitrogen foil quite drastically# 
Although the work of AIoKandor and Toma showq^d quite 
clearly that the presence of oxygon played an important 
rolo in the effect of Ionising radiation on poXyothylono, 
it would appear that the effect of preaaure is also 
Impoz'tant *
i x j £ a a j L . J L i j J U U u
JIS
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6*11 # Mool fibroG
BKp©rimettt8 #aro iïîûcIo on wool I'ibroo oîsfcained from 
a Lincoln ü*1oôgq» fho flbroa »oro atoopecl in potseolouja 
other for %  hours, rinsed, oxtraobed with diethyl ether in a 
Boxhlet for 3 hours* dried and then ocoarod in a dilute 
solution of hioaapol W at 60® C for 12 minutes, being 
finally rinsed in diatlllod water and dried» Before 
xiQB all flbroo t-;ere ovon cjriod at 100® » 3,10®0, then 
allowed to Gondibioa in air at rooa temporaturo for S4 
hre, and then stored in stoppered Mttled, fho woi#to 
quoted refer to the ooadifeionod wei-ght of the mtorial 
unlOBQ otherwiQo stated* Fibres of approximately 
similar dlaraoter ( g %  Xj *) woro ahoson so that the phycical 
properties of the fibres wore ao comparable as posoiblo, 
fclio root Gttds ahcl tips boiiEig out off#
îho wool yarm used woro (a) 30/1 foK (30/3. v?m-‘stod) 
and (b) 140/S fox (12/2 worsted)$ Those wore cleaned 
and extracted by the om$ method as was used for wool
fibres*
4S
other fibres usod in soae OKperimbEts wore
(I) Matt M 95* 3 tloaiertSûdifiscî viscose rayon)
(II) Bri^t M 95 3 tleniord'ladifioci visooso rayon)
(III) Matt Courtolls* 3 dsnior
(IV) Aor:Llatt| 3*35 denior
(?) Bright Pibrolans DX* 3*35 donior 
(VI) Nylon 66, 2X0/34 dmisr yam*
Those fibres wore oooorM in 2îS Teopol solution at 
4 0 ® 0  for 2 bra to remove any eolublo added raatitior before 
being dried aîîd ooaclitionod»
A device was developed on i-be basis of that used by 
Smith # The fibre was fastmod bebwoen t w  jaws* which 
wore in turn geared on to two rotating shafts, Thooo 
shafts were driven by a smll elootrie motor and fcho 
centra of the upper gear was on the some level as the 
upper Burfaeo of a flat elteet of glass* the ourfaca of 
which had boon lightly grouadocU A roiicturo of a 
lubricating oil and a 'fine optical abrasivo powdQ.r 
(200 mesh silica) m s  applied to this face, the fibre 
was rotatocl at a constant speed of 90 r*p*a* h mfeing 
pioco of po3,ythono 3/4 " % 3." was then placed in contact 
with the fibres and plafco* and moved gently a3,o)og the
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length of bho fibre with oourtsinod rotary and feransiatory 
mQü'ion* âfc tîi0 Qtid of the operation* tlio raicroBooplo 
moaottrowottt of the diameter of the desoalod fibro was 
carried out. It haa boon pooslblo to griad longtho up 
to 3 ;inchoS| finishing with deooalod flbrso of 
appro3£imato.ly unifora eroot sootion*
Tlio fibres \'ïero racuntoc! undor slight touoiou ou a 
motal frame, whioh in turn wao mounted on a drum rotating 
at a couetaut apoed of 35 T W  flbroa w &q oacpocod
iso ultraf-vlolefe irradiation for 20, 40* 60, 6o, 100 and 
Cln ooRB oaoes) 120 hours* tho distance botviocm the aro 
and the fibres being 1 4 * 3 inohea* . It was felt that the 
rotation of the fibres moulted in more lasiform exposure, 
but the time talton for oî'î oacposuro vias not eorcrocted to 
actual ojsposuro on any specific fibra surface.
O 'I ^ *1'fomoamfeurn m d , liimldltv duri'aa lrradlo.tlon,
The temperature inside the cabinet onoloslng the
frame work wae taaintalned at a ooiistaut value of 22®0 by 
the use of a tdierstestatlcally controlled heating olemont 
and the humidity was maintained at 65$ r»h* by the use
of saturated sodluia nitrite solutions, the uniform
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distribution of tho toiaporaturo and humidity Insldo the 
whoXo cabifiot im@ ensured by eirculating feho ooodibionod 
ÜÎ.P by raoasîo of a fan..
Wookiy rooords of tomporataro and humidity woro kopt 
using a thGn'»Oi*bygrograph » TJiqqo ohowod that the
mmdLimm .fMetuatloao ia the eabiaet over the period of 
ozpoeure wore of tho ardor of ± 3 0 and ± 2 $
' A Uenovia fluoroaooat lamp model 1$ (00 #) was used 
for tho Is’radiation ojtporimonta# This has q. high prassaro 
meroury vapour are in a quarts tube» The spootral 
distribution of a high pressure msrougy vapour arc io 
given in fable » ?ho figures ore averages obtained 
from' data given by several different investigator©, whoso 
figures io%' Individual bands vary by j; 2 $ with 
ollglitly wider variation for tbo resonahee lino 2 5 3 ?
The total ultm#violet intensity obtained from tho 
S10Ô source used for obtaining ^ e  data in Table XV, was 
76O micro wat^e/oiaS at 24 inches, and 899 micro watte/omo'’ 
at 18 inches, distmiee from the source# The calculatod 
intensity at the experimental distance of 14#51n, was 
975 micro watts/ms ,
The intenoity of light was chocked periodically by 
mean© of a spot galvmometor and a senoitlvo photo-cell.
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(Showing thé
TiyaLs 17 
onergy of radiation at difforont 
wavelongfehe)
'avQlength
K
Bnorgy
$
3.VGlongth
A
Bnorgy
$
1849*1942 2*0 2753 1*0
2358 0*8 2804 1*3
2376 1.3 2874 1.7
2?m .1*2 2925 0.7
2463 0,5 2967 4.7
2483 3*1 3022/26 10*2
2537 6*6 19.2
2576 2.3 3341 8*8
26ü3 0*7 3656/62 28,2
2652 0*7 3906/62 2*6
2699 1*4
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Although this did not give the intensity in absolute units, 
it did allow a x^ elative cheek that the intensity was 
remaining reasonably constant# The use of a uranyl 
oxalate o*ctinometor employing the technique of 
differential absorption spectrophotometry to determine the 
amount of oxalate photodecomposed, thermopile ga3.vanQmGter 
system etc was considered to measure the intensity of the 
ultra-violet light^  but the method was not adapted because 
of the cost and availability of the apparatus required.*
2,10 -
(a) Strength^ extensibility, and wox% of ruptiLre 
of a fibre*
(b) Measurement of density
(c) Measurement of refractive index
(d) Measurement of fluidity and viscosity
(e) X - ray diffraction
(f) Alkali solubility
(g) Urea bisulphite solubility
(h) Water imbibition
(i) Changes in specific surface area of wool
( J} Dye absoi'ption *
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(û) QxtonaIbilityand viork of .riTOt.uro of a fibre
The brea!:ing load of a single thread of 30/1 vroratod 
yarn and its extension from an initial tension ware 
doteminod on a pendulum typo alngle thread testing maohino, 
before and after irradiation» The lower grip attaohod to 
the machine drive tranevorood at a constant r*ate of 12 
inches per minute. The grips wore sot to aooommodate a 
apocimon of 4 inahoa length » Although this io not a 
Gtandard toot lengthy this length was diosen bocauao it was 
tho most suited to exposiaro conditions»
3ingle fibre strength tests wore oarriod out on a 
OainbrMge oxteoeomotor usi%ig a constant rate of loading of 
1.30 It 10^ gm/ cm'V mln., aimulating the test conditions 
used by Spoakotan^» This nocoasltated a spring motor ratio 
of X t 9' with a 0»5 os. springy and a fibre motor ratio of 
9 S'- 1 the extension being magnified five tlraeo» A test 
length of 4 inches was used, which was suited to give,a 
maximum uniform exposure»
The wool flbroa wore tooted In water and after oach 
extension tho fibres wore relaxed in water at 2Q^ G for 24 
hours to onauro complote recovery and a roproduoiblo 
etroaa-atrain behaviour» It was later found possible to
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tho recovery of tho fibres by using a temperature of 50^ 0
to 52% aa o!\own by Peugholniau , whereby a roat of half 
an hour was sufficient to give reproducible atrosa-^ atraia 
curves m  long as the extension did not exceed 35 % and 
the time of total extooeloa did not exceed 10 minutes» Tho 
work required to perform each oxteiiaion was calculated by 
determining the area between tho load oxtoneion curve and 
the ox tension axis-, and tho reduction in work found bo Ween 
the miexpoaed and exposed fibres» This area v/ao tho sum 
total of tho areas calculated from the square, triangle, 
rectangle or trapsslum ahapad by tho curve, a planimetor 
not being available at this time#
All fibres, other than wool, ‘woro tested la tho 
conditioned state, the mean strength and extension being 
found before and after irradiation, and tho résulta 
exproaaod in the reduction in work of rupture#
Load oxtonaion curves of nylon 6»6 yarn wore found 
on an Inotron strength testing machine with a tost length 
of 2 inches# A constant rate of extension ima usod with 
a cross head speed of 2 ln*/min* and tho chart speed of 5 
:ln#/min# The lose io strength of the yarn, after tho 
exposure to ultra-violet irradiation, was oxprosaod as 
the reduction in work to rupture tho yarn, tho work dono 
being given by tho area subtended by the load mctonoion 
curve over the extension axis#
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All tho oxporimental points ahovm v/ero the mean of 
at Xoaet 30 ropllca tests, for all tho fibres*,
(b) Moaauremont of danaity
A Simple technique was adopted for establishing a 
column of liquid graded in donalty», Fig » 1 shows a aimplo 
apparatus, wherein upon subjecting the empty column to 
reduced pressure tho low density liquid (xylene Ç 0*6)62) 
was draim through cock B and roplamecl In the chamber by 
tho high density liquid (carbon totraohXorldo f « 1*594) 
from the beaker G* A gradual and even Inoroaso in the 
density of the liquid in the chamber and therefore of tho 
liquid drawn into tho column, was ensured by continuous 
mixing of the carbon tetrachloride and xyXono by an 
electro-magnetic stirrer D, situated below the mixing 
chamber E* When the vortical tube was filled cook B was 
close:! and the column was ready for uso ao a moans of 
density measurement* The time taken to establish the 
column was about 12 mla# ^ being controlled by the rate at 
which tho solution was allowed to enter tho base of tho 
column * This method has the advantage of taking much loss 
time to establish the column, and overcomes the unoortainties 
and empiricism of the diffusion method of setting up a 
liquid column of graded density*
Tho total intended volume of tho column was calculatod 
as 1*6 litres ao that 800 ml# of both xylono and carbon
to vacuum
cock A J^ c^ockB
I # usr*a #  «t limlà ^ùtvm' in
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tetw-’achlor'ldo wore üakôn itrU rXullj la t W  o^ afesldo boaker
and ffli3clns chambsK* B rosijpoebivdly» The donaiby at the bate
of the column was always less than that of the initlo.3. high
doaolty solations Hi© total height of tho coîom m o  about
3.00 cm, k dehydrating head containing phosphorous poiitOKido
was placed.over tho coltww to onsure the absence of moisture 
which might otherwise have on access to tho isjside of tho
gï’acîccl column* Both tho .liquids ubscI woro dried before
filling the tube* Socîiufü w i m  wae imed as an drying agont
for sylcsio, whereas earboa to«rachloï>icîe was first treated
with calcium eblorlde for 24 hours, .fi3.tere(i and then diotillod
twice to Qusura pix’jper drying*
Before tho fibres wore admitted, thoy were bol3.ed in
• Xylono solution for a -few minutes and thon iramodiatoly
tranEforred into tho tuba# This ensured that n o ■ohtrappGcl
air was present^ '-r;
fiiG doasifcy gradient of the coluim was checkoci by the
uao of glass beads which were pzepairod to cower tho range
of densities Involved.
fo faciiitate the selcetloa of tho requiired glass
tubing; of particular thicltneoa .for one parfcicu3.ar density,
a tljeoretioaS. rs.lafcionshlp was dorlved as follows ; 
l'3.g;»2 roproGcnfcs a glass bpad wlsose lengfcli « e®*,
inner aiclaX radiuo « r^ om., outer axial, radius « j,->o cm.
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Fig. S
foluriio of bead ^ iT ^ 2 ^^ 4/3 e* cm
.iiclç MafâB of boad 7t -j- k/3 %
appro:;.
10 that, Density of bead «
5 4 4/3 4/3 r.g
t  .‘3*-i-3< 'f*:$l%;ï*.*M ,l*.5# L W ZW# m W * * » . A l f,n . A<i.M.#.*^.«*.^3k A < K l l S3L r a K K W  w i ! i » e w » i * *
 ^ 4/ 3 rmft#
P “ fg approx. :lf ?/all is thin
«(B)
Whoro Pg is tho density of glass
Assuming -twlO mm#, applying this to equation (A)
e « 2,3 ^ilsMâlML±Jd.^£^J:J^
10 4/3 X 2
9 (3 1.30
îhlo ocomed to be near cnougli I#3 in viev; of tho 
appro^cimatioa made#
If I  a 20 mm# ^ then
Ç 3. #34 i#G* g t hae only a eocond opclov of foot on 
tho dencity of tho glaas bead#
So that tho dooaity of tho boad dopoads mainly on 
tho ratio of tho Internal to oxteraal diameter and on tho 
clenalty of the glaaa of which it ia made* By taking tuhlnga 
of different soitablo thickneoB^ the theoretical denaity of 
yarioœ glaaa boada waa calculatod after applying the value 
of Vj and rg in tho equation (B)«
Finally the above beads wore calibrated for their 
corroot density which la given by
dotiai&y of bead = "a g/co#
where ^ weight of bead In air 
and FL weight of bead in water*
The calibrated beads wore introduced into tho graded 
column after drying in acetone^ and their positions noted^ 
by means of a catlietometer, along the height of the column*
A donsity profile of the whole column was then prepared.
(e)
fho refractive inde% of conditioned wool was determined 
by finding an immersion liquid of the same refractive index, 
tho index of this liquid thon being measured on an Abbe typo 
refmotometor* Tho Decks line method was used in order 
to discover when the indices of the immei'Sion liquid did 
match* When tho polarising microscope was dofocuased by
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iBcraasing spociraoa * objootiv© tliotanao a bright 
line was soon moving towards the modlum, either fibre or 
lumersidn llqoM, of hi^or refractivo indoK and by 
docreaaing bhc spociam # objective diebanco tho opposite- 
effect was obtained# 'Svso detominatiohs wore carried 
out, ono with the- jsolarlaor set parallel, and tho other 
with tho polariser set porporidioular, ' to tho fibre axis *
In ordar to eovor a wide range of rofraetivo Indejc 
immersion .liqdida usually coUBist of a laixturo of two 
stable and non-volsMlo liquid© that do not effect the 
fibre* ttormans rocoiBraendo mixture of butyl stearate 
(Index 1,445) and tricrssyl phosphate (index 1,550) for 
cellulooa, FauBt found a mixture of liquid paraffin 
index 1,408) and «C# bromomphthaleao (1,650) suitable
for nylon and the aarao two liquids were used by Meredith 
for cotton. In the present measurements the immersion 
liquids used in ease of wool wero earao as usQd by Faust 
anti Mopediiih ^ for nylon and cotton, twd various laiisturas 
with intervals of 0,001 in refraotivo 'index were firstly 
pîlepared, Aftor .further emaloatlon this Interval was 
nozTowGd down still further until the refractive index of 
liquid and fibre- matched. Care was taken that 'dio 
temperature of the immersion liquid on tîie microscopic 
elide which is in contact wiîti the spocitaon was eoaio as on 
the prism of the rafractoaioter, the temperature bciufj 81%.
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ai gtetâity..,HMoqo!a...,mg3n
The standard method ^  of. tost for tbo fluidity of 
vl0OO$0 rayon' in ciaprami-aonlum h y d m x M o  m s  follovmd in 
omo of Matt M#OS and Bright Howover due to tho
experimental diffioultloe :1b oxpoaing a aaffioieat v^oighb 
of f i b r e a  0#-5 #' eolution wao m o d  instead of a 2*0 ao 
preocribodé:
A weighed ample -wao dieeolved in a' standard
ouprammonlum solvent | io a standard capillary viGOomoWr 
and tho rate of flo?) moaourod of tho oolutlone of omploo 
exposed for différant Intorvalo of time#
■ The fluidity is given by tho equation'
1
F ÊS t #? ■ h/1 whore o is the viecomotor constant,
% iB the time taken in seconde for the solution to fall
from ono meniaaus to other and k # 0#%3l V t ->
w
îj„ o üiïâQ. of - fiovî of tiho glyooroi solution.
(à
V <a Volume botwQon two marks, 
k/t; being vory small compared with t, was noglootod, go
thab tlio fluidity was glvosi by tho oquatioii F » ®
■i) liogoglM^Cigjgl
A vaothoci I using m  « 01*0 0 0 ! as a solvent was 
adoptod* 0*67 go of siylon. wars disaolvcd in 100 ml. 
of easimsroially pure solvent below 3 0 %  in a flask,
Tho dissolution of nylon was onewod by shaîîifig in tho
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etoppemd flask for ooveral hours, Tho resulting 
solution was filtered through glass wool and tho 
viscosity was aeasiirod in an Oetwald typo viscostotor, 
Tho tims taken for m * cresol viao.first «lotermrlnod, the 
tube rineod out with nylon solution in m « croaol, and 
tho viscosity.of nylon solution in a croBol thon. 
dotesiTîânod. by tho following oquation»
Tho intrinsic viscosity ¥ w . ^ wlisr
H ra tima Wson for nylon ooXution in see,
M = time taken for m .« ora col in aec»
0 «3 conoontrablon of nylon solution in jps/e.c,
îiîQ viscosity la thus Qjcpreoaod in uaita of décilitres
per gm» |dl/ Nylon saiiploa vJ-ere iK’radiatod at.
( ^
various time© of oxposaro and the reepeetivo viscositio© 
dotomiftôci. The vieootnetjer wae kept io a wabor bath 
maintained at a tamporatin;'© of 80% * 1»
I«ium.âl££sassâ2a
Photographs of wool, before and after irradiation, 
wore takon using Ki •* fliterod Cu li radiation of v?avo 
length 1.54 A from a Philips soalcd « off tube I'un at 
40 tÿî and 20 mi. The epeolmm to (flat) film dletaaco 
was 4,.0 cm*
S6
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Alkali solubility values for vsool woro obtained by
following t;.ha aothod o,f Harris**® , fho wool sample, 
whose Initial dry weight vas knwn, was treated with- 
0*1 #' sodium hydroxMo solution at 65 %  for* one hour,, 
fcho ratio of wool to œlution being approj^imately 1 : 100 
by weight.*, The wool was rooovemcl on a Buohnor funnol.,. 
ïîasîiûd with water till free fr*om alkali.,, driod to a 
constant weight at 105%,. and the loss in tho weight 
dotowalned*. Bocauoo of the limitations eucountored in 
ejtposing enough quantity of wool fibroo at a time,. 
neoGssarjr to make an appreciable liquor ratio,, tests 
we,ra oarriod <mb with a y a m  rather than a eingle fibre*.
Tho alkali solubility la tho loss in weight 
QXprossed ao a percentage of the original dry weigîit of 
the Bample,*.
Tho method followed for the uroa^biloolphito 
solubility test was that used by hoes and Slsv»rth**®'*** , 
but with alight modifioation* Bocauao alnglo fibres 
were being oxmalaod, tho acthod of treatment was amendocl 
so that til© Bolub.ility of single fibres could bo 
dotercîinsd* The condiblotiGd flbroa after weighing wore
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w m d  ovor email catoorpillas^  for eaoa of hoBcîÜBg
tmâ Ment Ifloatlon ^ and #ore thon Mtrodacod into a 
conical flaok» containing 50 ml.# uroa-^ Maulpliite solution 
(50 0 üroa ^ 3 § eofjiim bisulphite}, at pH % ThQ flaok 
vm0 lïBiiierGOcî in a water bath t&iormootatically controlled
00 ÜD to give a temperaWro of 6 5 4  1 ^ 0 iaolde tho Slask^
# 0  water in tho bath being eircalatod by moans of a 
propeller to onenro uniform toraporatwe.#
After on© hour tho contente of the flask wore poured 
out into a ointoroû glass f liter and the liquid romovod 
by suotloru The r o o M m  was washed 3 times -with 
tiroa eolation mû at least 6 times with distilled water 
aid dried, at i O g %  till a constant weight was i%ached#
The loBB in weight of tho unoxpoeod and exposed aamploa 
in. uroa^blGulpbito was oaXciilatod# Tho fibres wore 
weiglied'.on a Shtrloy mlcrobalanco which could read accurately 
to the 5th dooimal of a milligram oxid gave results up to tho 
ao curacy of l#SÿL The pH value of tho solution has 
boon shown to bo a very critical factor and the maximum 
solubility occurs at pH 7# The pH of tho urea ^ bisulphite 
solution was adjusted by adding approximatoly 2 ml* of 
5 U sodium hydroxide par 100 ml# of the reagent#
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Cameron and define imbibition valno ' ae tho
quantity of water^  Xn parte par 100 parts of dry fibre^  
ratalnod by the wet fibro after oentrifaging a 0#5 gm 
omplo for 5 minutoo at lOQOg# This value ie a very 
close approximation to the amount of water taken up 
within tho Bubetauco of tho dry fibre when it is owollod 
to equilibrium on immersion in water*
In the proaeut toat.^ a amples of unexpaaod and 
oxpoaod wool v m r o  placed in sealed tubes containing 
distilled water which were mochanlcally agitated for 24 
hours to ensure perfect soaking m à thereby roach tha 
equilibrium* after which those wore traneforrod to 1 5 "0 #o 
centrifuge " # T W a e  ware then omtrifuged at
2000 g#* for exactly 15 ainuteo in a Fioldon Walker 
coEtrifugo* The speed required will depend on diotanoo 
of tho oamplo from tha contre of the contrtfago in the 
particular instrument used# This was meaaurad and tho
d calculated from the simple formula W ^  298 J 
where F m gravitational factor
E $a the die tunc 0 of tho sample from the mûM
in œntlmetora
and ÎÎ e? the number of revolution^/mln of the.
contrifugo
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Tho number of revolution per minute wao approximately 
3000n After centrifuging tho tuboo wore viithdrawn ono 
by one frora the instrument and tho Bs^ nploo introduced . 
viitiiout delay Into stoppored bottles whose initial weight 
waa known# Tho eampleo ?/aro, given no opportunity to 
loDo moisture to the atmosphere# After drying to a 
constant weight at 110%, they were weighed and the ratio
oalùulated #
/
Cil Snoelfic, au£^ fi:ic.q,..area ■of. wool
Giles ot &1 *^ 5 have found solution absorption of
l>>nitrophonoi at room temporature to bo ouitablo for
Bpeoifio surfaoo area meaouroments on a wide variety of
solidsg Including carbon, cement, coal, fibres, organic
pigments and water soluble matoriale o*g#, sugar# Tho
oxporlmontal procedure was as follows#
p^'Vlitrophoriol was reerystaXXieed from wato%" and
500 ml# of 40 p^v^ltrophenol solution was%
propareH, using wator (dominar a i l s ) as a solvent*
Btlght ordinary' aoda glaf'.s test tubes C5/Ô in* diatotor) 
wara taken and 0*0$ § 0  of finely out wool yarn was weighed 
in t&oso acearately* Into each tube was then placed 10 e.o 
of the ffllîrture o f p«nitroplienol solution and water In a 
range of coneeatratlono 1 m*mele/litre to 40 m,molo/litre
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of p*>Blhroph0noî# All # 1 0 addition of tho solutions 
wore aiade from a micro Wrotto, imX, ware precoclocl by 
dravjing of tho tube moar tho top# Tho tubes woro then 
ooalod in a flamo and fixed by phosphor «* bronso spring 
clipe to a shaft moohanlcally rotated at 35 r#p#m# i W o r  
water in a thermostat tank* at room tcmparatorO (18-19%), 
in order to give oomtant 0nd*'ovor*#ond agitation (Gluoio 
and Giles^ 1957^ K  After S4 'hours, by which time tho 
absorption oqaiXlbrium had boon roaohod, the tubes vmro 
allowed to atond till all tho wool fibres aettlod 'down, 
the oupornafeant liquor then being decanted# A blank cot 
was also done without any wool, to got the-calibration 
ooiutiona *
1 ml.* of p#mitrophenol solution trom oaoh of tho 
above tubes m e  diluted in different ardor* Before 
making up the total volume by dilution, different omounto 
(0*5 ^  2 ml) of lOp sodium hydroxide solution wore added, 
dopondlng upon the dilutions made# This v/ao to make sure 
that the solution was alkaline* All those aqueous
solutions were measured on a opectrophotometor (Onilcam
o
6P 600) at 4000 A, using a 5 ml# -coll# The dilutions wore 
made in euoh an order as to give the optical density on 
the epeofcrophotonoter between o*3 to 0*7, the range in
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which It roads moat proGiaoly*
Wool, QZpooocl to ultra^'violot irradiation for 
different intervals of time* %vas treated' the aamo way# 
îàothoms wore dravm betwoon m#molo/litre p^nitrophonol 
la tho reanXting liquor and m.mole/kg taken up by tho 
fibro, and from these the epoGlfia surface area calculatod.
Unlearn Dpeotrophotomefcer (typo BPdOO) was mod to  
meaauro the optical characteristics of various extracts 
over a wider range of wovelorigtha than is possible with 
the SBL apparatus#
In attempts to imko quantitative moasuroBionte of 
the absorption of Methyl ormge, the samploa of wool 
flbroa were weighed and imaersed in dye solution in 
sealed test tubes, which were agitated meohanloally in 
a #3eiwotatically controlled water bath for two hours#
The tubes were then rooioved, broken open and the partially 
ordianotoil dye liquors wore measured abserptlemetrieally# 
From the optical densities so obtained absorption 
iootheraa were drawn#
X P B R  I  M E  N T  A 1
R E S U I, Î S
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3.Ï ^ STREmïH, mTBi'-'miBIÜTI AND VJOm OF RUPTURE
Figurtî C3) ohovæ tho relation botv/oori the tlmo of 
exposure and poroontage loso tn strength aad oxteœion of 
a 30/I worsted yarn# It can bo seen that the increaae in 
OHpoauro tlmo brings about an appreciable loss in tensile 
properties of thp yarn > the effect being more drastic 
towards incroaolng the loss in extension than towards 
inoreaaing tho loss in breaking strength#I V*/7 If '«
Tho load extension curves obtained by Engolor^wbon 
testing wool fibres with tho à chopper Fibre Dynomo^ iotor 
wero divided by him into three parts, vis {ii in which 
extension of the fibre la proportional to load iîl) in 
w!'d.ch tho extension inoreasQB out of proportion to tlie 
inoreo.00 in load Ciii) in which extension la loos per mvit 
load increase than in (1), Section (i) contained the 
interval up to the limit of elasticity^ sGCtion (11) the 
region of plasticity and section (ill) tho region of 
deformation up to the breaking point# The area enclosed 
by the curve and the abaciasa is a measure of tho work done 
in bi'oaklng the fibre # Testa carried out on wool which 
had been damaged as uniformly as possible by the action of 
light indicated that tho greatest differonce lay not between
the strength and extension  ^but between the relative amounts 
of work done in breaking thorn*
es
Wool fibres show an approoiablo loss of energy 
apparently iiicreaeing with the time of oxpoaaro# The 
graph (Pig* k )plotted hotwaea the time of oxpooure and 
the percentage réduction in work of rupture ahowa on 
exponential relationship^ the groatoat degradation 
occurlng up to an initial 60 hours oscpoauro,
Figure C3i showa the effect of exposure time on 
the percentage reduction in work of Acrilan and matt 
wourtello. In Courtolio moot of the degradation appears 
to be oocurlng within 40 hours exposure « There appears 
to be a distinctive difforenco in the rate of attack on 
Acritoa and matt Gourtelle* although both are acrylic 
fibrea# This might bo of intoreot in view of the fact 
that acrylics aro stated to have a higher resisbanco to 
light than most of other fibres, but as one fibre was 
doluatrcd and the other one bright* the difference in 
their resistance to ultr0»*violot light (16 per cent at 60 
hr# exposure) may be duo to tho prosoace of a dolustring 
agent In one*
Figure (6) gives a relationship betvjoon the exposure 
time and the percentage reduction in work of Matt M95, 
Bright #95 and Fibrolano BX# Up to 40 hours exposure to 
ultra-^violet light* the degree of degradation in dosconding 
order of severity seems to be Pibrolane 13K* Matt M95 and
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Jlright H95| whereas above 60 hours exposure Bright #93* 
Mafet 95 and Fibrolane BX seems to bo damaged In that order* 
Here aiao the of feet of clo.lustriag agent la quite 
proAOunood as up to 60 hours exposure Matt M95 auffored 
B per coat more roductioA la work then Bright M99 #
Figure if) shows the poroentago reduction in work 
(up to the breaking olongation) of nylon 66 yarn* 210 
den#* plotted against tho time of OKpoauro* It seoms 
from the graph that nylon suffers a greater loos in 
etrongth for the initial 30 hours exposure * after which 
there le a steady but reduced rate of degradation# The 
effect of ultra-violet exposure on tho tensilo strength 
is ahovm in the Table V,
TABLE V
Expoaura 
time hr#
Breaking
extens 
. in#
Breaking
load.
kg.
Vi . • p
I*) xtens 1 oi I lied n o t :l on
in Work
0
20
40
1 0 0
0.412
0.349
0.304
0*301
Ü..231
0,266
1.282
1.001
0,982
0,394
0,793
20,6
17,5
15.2
15.0
14.0
13.3
0.0
32.9 
45,6 
52.1
58.9
66.9
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3*2 Density and Uefraotivo Index
Plgurre (B) ahowo a density profile * In a liquid 
column formed from xylene and carbon tetrachloride * which 
aooms to bo practically linear* Figure (9) shows the 
increase in tho density of wool fibres with the Increase 
in exposure time to ultra-*vlolot irradiation*
As a chock on the density measurements* tho 
dotqxMviinatlon of the rofraotivo Indices of exposed and 
unopposed samploa -were carried out* ’Tho high molecular 
weight of the Immersion media and tholr nature aeomed to 
guarantee that they were still loss capable of penetrating 
into the fibre substance,than the liquids used for density
TABLE VI
(The changes in donaity and a^ ofraotîve Indiooo of wool
with ultra*"violet irradiation)
1^/4* Ww W & ' Vrf
time
hr*
nn % d
niao-l
d “’^11 ” %
4 f^«fÿsçws
0 1.3510 1, 5407 1M l 1.3200 0.4122 0,0103
20 1,3516 I . 3415 1, 5449 1.3243 0.43.14 0.0101
40 :i.3420 1.3280
60 1.3523 1,5423 1M 7 1*3320 0*409? 0,0102
80 1, 5426 ft"* 1,3340
100 1.5535 1,3430 1.5465 1.33ÔO 0,4091 0,03.05
measurements# The results are given in Table (V:U # Each
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reading in tho table of tho density and tho refractive 
inâlùm lo the mean of 5 experimental readings * The 
rofractomotor uoed is conaidorod to read accurately to
tho third place of décimal* tho fourth place value being 
obtained on oummation of rooulta#
In Table Vfl) and are the refractive indioeo* 
d is tho density end mi  ^%  gives the birefringence# 
la oaao of anisotropic fibres* the two principal 
refractive indices ore determined separately and the 
isotropic refractive index calculated from thorn by tho 
equation
let 113 considor tho results of density determination 
ill organic liquids and détermination of the refractive
Index* The well known rule of Gladstone and Dale states 
that if n ho the refractive index of a substance^ then
is a coiistant Indopondont of temperature* If vie 
multiply this by the molecular weight wo obtain the 
molocular refraction II, which could be found additionally 
from kno'wn atomic refraction*
Tho fibre substance must bo considered aa compact 
and as consisting of a .practically homogonoouq mixture of 
orystalXinq and amorphous parts# It thon must bo expected
d
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that there la a defInlte relation between refractive power 
and donalty of a fibre#
It Is Boen from the expérimenta that the corroeponding 
change in refractive index la amaller than the iaoreaoe in 
density after nltra^ v^iolet irradiation of wool# The
birefringence seoma to bo practically unchanged after
m;
irradiation * Hermana concluded that ainoo the molecular
refraction of both native and regcmeratod fibroa appeared 
to bo aame* and ainco the quantity of cryatalllno matter 
la very différent in both caooo* tho applicability of tho 
Gladstone and Dale rule was indepoudont of the percentage 
of amorphouQ region# .
3*3 Fluidity of Matt M 93 and bright M 95
Tho fluidity meaaurcd was that of an 0,5 per cent 
solution in cuprammoaium bydroxido and to give a measure 
of the standard fluidity* l#c.* of 2 por cent solution, 
a Isolation botwoên the perccntago concentration' and 
fluidity has been drawn {Fig# 10)# This relation gives 
a curve more or Iobs of linear characteristics# It was 
assumed therefore that for tho comparative purposes tho 
fluidity values of 0,5 per aont solutions could bo accepted 
aa roprceantatlvo of the degree of degradation of the 
Bamplea »
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Figure (3.1) shows the effect of ultra#vlolet light 
on the fluidity of both Matt and Oriqbt M 95# It is soon 
that in both fibres the fluidity increases steadily as the 
time of exposure to ultra«-violot light is increased# 
Although light sensitivity of Matt viscose la reported to 
be greater than that of Bright visooso* the prooent 
fluidity moasuromento would suggest that the degree or 
chemical degradation la similar# It can be seen that in 
the initial period of exposure up to 50 hours the curve 
for Matt M 95 is oteepor* however* It is not Gtatiscally 
aignifioaat#
In general* greater variations in strength looses 
occured with the Matt sample than with the Bright sample* 
while in both cases these types of variation in fluidity 
values after equal period of exposure appeared to be less 
extensive than was tho case with a corresponding strength 
looses# From the standpoint of practical service* the 
lose In breaking strength In fibres during exposuro to 
uItra^ >-violet light Is usually the most important feature 
of tho damage suffered #
Investigations" in the field of oolXulooo chemistry 
have shovm that when cotton is uniformly degraded by a 
chemical action such as add liydrolysivO * a clofinite 
relationship exists between the roaulting cliaugea in its
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.ar
strength and fluidity* Although the action of light on 
exposed fibres cannot be deeorlbed as uniform* it still 
appeared poesiblo that tho relationohip found to exist 
between their strength and fluidity changes might throw 
some light on tho mechanism by which tho breakdown of 
cellulose ie affected « When fluidities at a particul 
exposure wore averaged and plotted against the corresponding 
average percentage reduction In work, as shown in figure 
tho resulting relationship ms practically linear,. (Fig.12),
3#4  ^Viacoslty of.hrlon
The relation botwoen the intrinsic vlsoosity of nylon 
samples and tho time of exposure to ultra^ v^iolet light ie 
shown in(Figure 134 This shows that viscosity is decreased 
as the period of expoouro to tho degradation conditions ie 
increased* tho fall in vieooeity being quite large up to 
initial 30 hour expoeuro#
IP.O ^
The applicability of Bakorhs equation (1 luic)
b
to tho |;)olyara:lde solution were examined by Aolihammei^  and hie
oo^ wor’kora during their Investigations Into the mechanism of
photochemical degradation of polyamides # The value of Z » 3
was found to fit the data adequately« The agreement between
tho values of Intrinsic viacoaity (k) obtained for the same
1^1
specimen but with different concentration was fair#
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haa expressed the rolatdonship between tho intrinsic 
viscosity of nylon fraction in formic acid and the molecular 
weight as M 1^ 13000 where M|^| i© the number
average moXooular weight and la the intrinsic viscooity
la formic acid # Their meaGuremeato of intriaoic viscooity 
were made in m##cresol* in 90 percent formic acid tho 
Intrlnaio visoosity values are approximately 0,9 of those 
determined in m^cresol#
Application of 'Taylor * a relation of intrinsic 
viscosities of unirradiated and irradiated nylon leads to 
a viscosity  ^molecular weight iM given in Table (VII).
TABUS VII
Sxpoeure time 
hr*
Viscosi ty-everage 
moiocuXa r wo;1 ght
|j tirü 'KM
IV, y
0 9532
20 590?
40 5140
60 4598
80 ■ 3929
Aft 3757
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Figure (14) sliows tho relation betwooa the viscosity 
of nylon solution and the porcontago roduotioa in work after 
different intervals of time, which aoemo to be a linear one# 
The possibility cannot be excluded that the vieeooity 
relation of photocl)amically degraded yarn is a function of 
the changea In yarn etruoture#
X * Ray Diffracti.on 
On vioual observations no marked change was observed 
la the %*#ray photograph of the irradiated wool#
3*6 ^ Alkali,, Solubility Test
fr'V’ool fibres show an appreciable lnoroa.se In alkali 
solubility after exposure to ultra"«violct light* Thca 
results of those oxper'iments show an approximately linear 
1‘^elatlonship between the exposure timo and percent age alkali 
solubility of both samples (30/1 Tok and,14^/2 Tex), From 
the gi'aph it la observed that the solubility difference 
between undamaged wool and wool exposed for 20 hours ie 
greater tba,n the clifferonoa between wool exposed for 20 
hours and 40 hours ( .Fig * 15)*
As alkali solubility of wool has been m o d  as an index 
of the chemical damage of wool by different agents, the 
extent to which a coarse yarn and a finer yarn are damaged
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la given by the curve â and curve B respectively* For the 
coarse yarn the percentage alkali aoXubillty incroaaoa from 
21 to 31 percent during 100 hours oxpoaaro* The finer yarn
is more oaaily damaged, tho alkali nolability Increasing
from 20 percent to 45 percent# Thus It seems likely that . 
the degradation moves fairly steadily inwards from the 
surface of the yam*
3*7 ** Urea Bisulphite Solubility
The presont tests were made to find out the behaviour 
of wool damaged by itltra-^vlolet xwadiatlon towards the 
urea bisulphite solution. Damaged samples exposed to 
ultraviolet radiation for different période of time were 
treated with tho same solution at pH 7# â graph was 
plotted (Fl.p;uro 16) between time of exposure and tho 
percentage urea^blsulphite solubility* Tho solubility is 
shown to inorcaso with ineroasing exposure time, the rate 
of solubl11ty being higher for the first 3 0 hours followed 
by a further Increase but with a lower gradiant*
From the results given by Loo© and Elaworth It is 
clear tihst the pll value of tho reagent is an important 
factor in relation to tho anioimt of wool dissolved, maximum 
solubility occuring at pH 7# Figure (16) s'bov?3 the effect 
of pH on tho percentage urea^ b^isulphito solubility of wool
7J
exposed to ultre^violot radiation* Aille the iuoreaae la 
eolnbillty of wool OKposad for 100 houra at pH S io from 
2*5 to 9 percent, the oorreoponding increaeo at pO ? is 
from 7 to 2& pei’cent^
Table (VIII) ahows tho effect of ultra-violet light on 
the doooaled wool ribreo îihen nroa^biOTilphite solubility ia 
uaeci as an index of degradation,
TABLE VIII
Urea-biaulphite solubility / 
In tac t Deaca led
I'irX a ïO O l
0 9.74# 35.00#
40 15.60# 20,90#
Ô0 19.23# 17.05#
It is semi that while tho eolubility of irradiated 
Intact wool increases with Increase In oxpoeuro time the 
aoXixbility of the Irradiated descaled vrool decroaoea with 
inoreaae in exposure time #
The values given in the table are the mean of ten 
experimental readings#'
3*0 fetor Imbibition
I'lhon keratin fibres from varions sources %verG dried, 
and Immorood in water a diametrical swelling -was recorded
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in
by Haly. Although similar trend was found for Merino and 
Lincoln wools, the results Indicated that if typical Lincoln
and Uerlno fibres of the aamo diameter oouM be obtained, 
the rate of uptake of water by Lincoln fibre would be 
approKimatoly twice that for the Merino fibre*
The preaenoe of croae«^bondB stable to viator is 
indicated by a marked reduction in the Imbibition value * 
tho reaults of the examination of a aerica of oxpoaed wools 
are shown In Figure (17), where the imbition value is 
plotted against the time of oxposure to ultra-*^vioIet light* 
It can be seen that in case of wool fibres the imbibition 
value decreased from 54 percent In casé of unexposed fibres 
to about 41 percent In case of wool oxpoaod to 100 hoars*
3*9 Opecifio Surface Area of i}ool*
(Sorpt ion Isothermo)
p^nltropheuol from water solution was uaod to measure
tho aurface area of wool fibres# The value obtained was
m
much higher than the orlcroacopie value (microscope, 10,13
P •*! * , 9
m;g ‘ ' p'^ nitrophenol 40 mk g ‘ )• This shows that
pt^ nitrophenol penetrates tho internal structure of the
fibres, as expected *
Oal.gulation ûfJÉlP Speoiflc Bur face Area
In all the oaaos the isotherm ‘concentration on
substrate iQ^ ) against concentration In bath (C^ )^  ^were
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plotted {Figure 18,19) and the monolayer capacity determined 
from the first plateau of the isotherm. Table ÏX shows the 
amount of p-nitrophenol present initially in the solution 
and that taken up by the fibres, exposed to ultra-violet 
light source*
Consider the curve A (Fig* 18) which is sigmoid in 
shape. The specific surface area (S) as given by the 
following equation
S « X N X A 
where 0^ « monolayer capacity in moles/gm*
(In this figure curve A, its value is 106 m.moles/kg)
N St Avagadro Number (6.19 x 10^^)
A ÏÎ Area occupied by 1 mole of p«nitrophenol
in cm^
(25 X 10*^^^ in this case)
As concentr^ation on the substrate in the figure is
given in m*moles/lcg, it must be divided by 10^ x 10^ to
give concentration in moles/gm.
Therefore S » 106 (25 % x 6.019 x 10^^
10^
= 159 X 10^ cîi7/gm or 15.9 iF.
In practice the values obtained by nitrogen measurements 
are often taken as absolute. Nakhwa has shown that in 
most cases the method using p-nitrophenol give results that 
compare very favourably with those of nitrogen estimation.
mil: m
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m
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Where value© by nitrogen wore higher than by p-.nl trophonol
the reason ia that the nitrogen molecule (oroaa-ooatiooal
area of solid unci liquid nitrogen are 13*0 A'" and 17#0
roepectiveiy) is amallor thon p-.nltrophonol and can 
penetrate amaller pores In the fibre*.
As mentioned earlier, tho monolayer capacity waa 
calculated in each caee from the first plateau of the 
Isotherm and the Langmuir reciprocal plotting method or 
equation mentioned under gpa absorption was not
124
adopted *
The cpoalfic'surface areas of the unexposed and exposed 
fibres are given in Table I*
Exposure time a..s. a-
o
0 15*99
80 14*62
40 13*39
Ho further appreciable decrease in specific surface ai'oa 
was noticed for wool exposed to 100 hours to ultra-vlDlet 
light *
3*10 Dye Absorption
Graph (figure 20) shows the absorption apeotm of 
methyl orange solution after 2 hours treatment with imexpasod
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and exposed wool* One can gather by thin that with 
incroaoing exposure time to ultra-^violet light the fibre 
atosorbB an încreaeed amount of the components (rod and 
yellow) of methyl orange* And a© there la a light shifting 
of peaks toward© right after aucooaalve doeea of radi^ition, 
it may be that at first mainly yellow component io abaorbed 
by the exposed wool, much more than tho urioHpoood one and 
then with Incroaelng time of exposure the proportion of red 
taken upp relative to y e l l o w . increaaoa markedly* This was 
quito marked by visual obaervanco*
The following experimental results augyoot that in tho 
oaao of ultra-violet irradiation of wool it is modification 
of tho opicuticle which is primarily reeponsiolo for tho 
accelerated rate of clyo uptake * Pieces of fibres wero 
abraded as deeor1bed earlier*• Tho -oiecea were then cut
into halves, half was irradiated for 20 hours by ultriA'
violot light ©oureo* Tho irradiated and iiiiirra.dlatcd 
places wore immeraod ia dye (methyl orange and methylene 
bXuo) at room temperature on the same mlcroacopio alido and 
examined at intervals for depth of colour# Both irradiated 
■and non**li'Tadisted pieces appeared to dye at approximately 
the same rate, and wore heavily dyed before an intact flbi'o 
on the same slide had acheived any appreciable coloration*
It tiiua appoa.ro that ullvra«*violeti light effects rate of dye
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absorption by tho wool fibre cortex, the offeat ie
aocoadary to modification of the outlclo# These résulté
p$
wore very îsiueh same as recorded by haly#
» X s eu 3 S I 0 U
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4*1 PHOTOGnSMIOAL EFFECT ON iVOOL
(ij Eodiictlon in tensile properties
If the cross-.linl'î8 in the keratin moloculea have been 
attacked la aay way, the work required to stretch a fibre 
ie affected, tho change being a measure of the exteat of 
damage * Thia of foot ie markodJ-y proaomoed after 
Irradiation, since dianlphide croas^ 3J,nking groupe are 
hydrolysed Bxid other changed take place # The rolationehip
between reduction iawork and number of disulphide bonds 
broken is not however, linear because dlaulphide bands
/>breakdown is accompanied by intease swelling which itself 
facilitates extension owing to breakdown of hydrogen bonding 
between the peptide chains*
Before continuing tho dloo'aaaion on the changes 
produced in physical cbaraoteriatica of tho wool fibre by 
ultra-violet irradiation, it ie worthwhile to mention here 
the molecular structure of wool*
(a) Mioello structure
Spoakman first advanced a theory of the mioellar
%2B
Structure of keratin fibres after I-^ray analysis* Aloxandor 
Guggestod that the molecules are hold together within the 
micelle by hydrogen bonds to give rise to crystalline areas 
in the fibre* The mieellos which are stippoaed to bo sot 
ia a cystine Gross*!inked cement are oooûocted to the latter
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by diaulphide bonds » Tho diaulphido bonds within the
12^
mlcmlloB which are fm in number are arranged in such a
way as to allow relative movement of the moloottioa within
the micelle* Although no accurate estimate of the
proportion of tho wool fibre which ie tru3-y crystalline Is
available, this la certainly lose than 30p of tho total
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fibre material and it may bo as low as 10## It aoema 
reasonable to suppose that the individual mloolîea contain 
orystalliao areas in much the same way ao synthetic fibre 
contain oryetalllne regions, one chain may thread its way 
through both crystalline and amorphous region giving rise 
to a structure which ia called a fringe micelle*
(b) Fringed Fibril structure
• Many of the important features of the fringed micelle 
structure are combined with fibrillar structure in tho 
^Lfringed fibriT^ structure proposed by llearlo^^ In this 
structure the fibx\lls are assumed to be long, perlmq^s 
effectively infinitely long, Imperfect cryabelB winding 
their way through the fibre structure, and separated by 
noB*c rye ta 13.1 ne regions# As in the fringed micelle 
structure, long chains are aseumed to pass alterncrteXy in 
and out of cryetalllno end noii*cryatalliae regions linking 
the two structures together in a continuous manneis It
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haa bofâin ouggoated that intoi'^ -^ fibrillar material is ribhar
%32
in oystina than the fibrillar'r^ aterlal#
Keeping in mind tho above struoture lot us now soo how 
the changes in different physical and chemical properties 
are brought about by ultra-violet light*
(lii Physical .propert.tea
Tho roaulta on the density meaauv^ementa after 
irradiation show clearly that the structure of tho fibre 
becomes more compact after tho degradation#
Hermans and Fermaas havo suggested that density might 
depend on the percentage oryatallinlty present in tho fibre 
substance# They have pointed out that doneity and pore 
structure are macroscopic concepts, whereby it is now known 
tijat any free apace within the fibre Is of molocular 
dimensions only, arising from the Inefficient packing of 
the bulky ei(3o*ohaina# Thus organic liquids like carbon 
totrachlorido and benaene cannot penetrate tho fibre but 
merely envelop it completely# In these media therefore, 
the moo.surod density corresponds to the fibre aa a whole, 
including any free volume within the fibre# When a 
swelling liquid is used, an incroaso in density results 
owing to the filling of such free space by a rearrangement 
involving more efficient packing of molecules and aide 
chains in the swollen fibre* lo order to chock this
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theory, tho doaeity of tho fibres should bo oomparod with 
sorao other role tire moasuro of orystalllnlty for oxaniple 
the Borptioa capacity for moisture * The moioturo re,rain 
of wool is changed during irradiation as observed by fruter 
and I^oodford; Barritvt and King, and Cnnliffe# Evon vihon 
the samples ai*e washed after irradiation, the regain 
inorGasos so that tho conditioned samples appear to have 
lost less than dry ones, but tho overall change in regain 
was still a decrease. Modern views on fiiu'o structure 
avnd on the proeoGB of moisture absorption load to tho 
conoluaion that, at not too high vapour pressure, the 
sorptive capacity of the fibre should, at least, to a first 
approximation be proportional to the percentage of a?uorphouri 
substance*
The fibre substance must bo oonsiclored as compact and 
as consisting of a pràctleally homogeneous mixture of 
cryatelline and amoi*phous parts# It then must also be 
expected that there io a definite relationship between 
refractive power and deûoity of the fibres. This Is given 
by the Gladstone and Oalo formula, i.e. that a I should
d
be a constant for a given fibre*
Our results while showing an increase In refractive 
indices after irradiation In case of woo], fibre also show
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that, fcho calcula t0(l val wo of n - I docreasos «y’sduallv asVt ■* fc*
cl
tho exposure time iiicroasea, V^e have to take an important 
factor into consideration which is that tho wool fibre is 
never wholly crystalline: there being a certain proportion 
of amorphous material, having optical properties different 
from those of the crystals, which is also af'^ ected quite 
appreciably by ultra*violet dégradation »
The resmlts of tho incroaoe in density, and, to some 
extent refractive index, suggest some irioroase io tho 
cryfjtallinity after ultra-violet irradiation# Tho 
explanation can bo made that along with the ciioulphikle bond 
breakdown there io a breakdown In the main peptide chains 
probably by t!io ohorlv-wave radiation* If wo take the 
fringod micella atrncturo into oonaicleration it ia quite 
probable that after tho main chain ie broken, along with tho 
degradation of disnlphide linkages, the smaller chaino will 
have the tendency to come closer to the region of crystalline 
order and orientete tbomsolvea along that region* As there 
io no appreciable change in the birefringenoo after 
irradiation, no changes In orientation of the crystals as 
such could be accounted for# So partial crystallisation 
of the cryetollltos might occur to make the etruoturo ratlior 
more compact, thus giving higher density*
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If WO take into account the fringed fibril otruqtoro, 
it dan be assumed here also that as the long chain moIoculGo 
v/hioli pace alternatively in and out of cryatalline and non- 
cryatalliiie regions are degraded in the latter region, in 
the senso that dieulphido bonds or tho peptide bonds are 
broken, this might result In some chaîne aligning themselves 
along the fibril up to a certain length thus Increasing tho 
arystalllnity of the structure partially* Also it has been 
suggested that interefibrillar material ia richer in cyatino 
than the fibrillar material* This is to be expected ; the 
joining together of w o  protein chains is unlikely to occur 
at exactly tho right positions needed for both chains to be 
incorporated in the orysta'llino lattice and ao it is probable 
that portions of moleouloo, including cystine groups, will 
be pushed out in the noa^oryotalllao region. So it Is quite 
likely that breaking of cystine linkages by ultra-violet 
light could make it easy for those chains nearer tho fibrilo 
to gal; aligned to it* All these Inferences might lead one 
towards an idea of incroaaod oryotallinity of wool after 
irradiation* Usually any change in the crystallinity after 
irradiation ohouM show up in a change in the X-ray 
diffraction pattern of tho exposed wool, but no marked 
change in the pattern was observed * However, It Is 
aignifioant that unost chard,oal reactions with wool and
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hair have little of foot on the di-f.fraction pattern
unleoD they are of the type that leads to a dissolution of 
tbo lUbonds*
oxidation
The reaction which is siipposod to take place due to 
ultra-^ vlolet irradiation is primarily that of hydrolysis 
of the disulphldo bond of the cystino linkage in the 
following manner 3
en K. CEL) 8 - 8 ^ CHr, ^ 0
-CH . CHo« son '5' m  - CH^  «. CH-(l)
One molecule of water is t akenup by «* 8 8 - bond
resulting the increase in weight by the formation of 
^ 8011 and  ^SB group. This increase In weight as calculated 
per 100 gma of keratin comes to be 0*98 gmo (molecular weight 
of cystine  ^240, porcontago of cystine In wool keratin 
 ^ If wo suppose that after 100 hours all the
cystine linkages aro broken and th^ t there is no appreciable 
change In the spacing of the main chains, then the density 
of the fibre will increase by approximately !/»• The density 
of wool fibre after 100 hours exposure increases by 1*2'$ 
(Table ^1), As the two figures are quite noar^  the 
possibility cannot be ruled out that the increases in v^ oight 
by the produota of hydrolysis might be the reason for the 
increased density#
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Further oxidation may occur roauluing in the following 
prockioto
*» (:Li )
The locroaaed in vjoight aa calculated la tills oaoo 
would be abouti 4^8 gms per 100 gma, of keratin# lîowG¥or 
this value ia much higher than the value of increased 
deooity got in the rooulto# Thus a poosibility of increase 
In the density of wool by tliia reaction can be ruled out, 
further booaueo with the inoreaee of such a maao the cdiango 
in the internal volume cannot be neglected#
The above suggestions are made with few auppoaitiona 
and moreover the nature of the stability of the products of 
roaotioas (:U and (ilj, and tboir oootiauity lo unoortain#
On the other hand the t^ n^ ggeotion put forward of an increased 
oryatalllnity in eupplementod by the résulté of other 
experiments *
Aoooi'dlng to the general idea of structure mcmtionod 
ea^ ilior, th,o molecules of liquid can penetrate botwoon the 
mloolle forming a gol of relatively low vmter content #
The extent of penetration of liquid this way may determine
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tho extent of specific surface area available which In turn 
will give aomo idea of the crystalline amorpl'îoua ratio, of
fibre.
During the swelling of a fibre in water the
cryotallitea romain unchanged, ao that the baaic fibre
structure dependent on crystal forces limite imbibition*
With reagents which are able to penetrate the cryatalMtos
and 0 0 cause unlimitod owelling or diaeolutlon of the
untreated fibre, the preaenco of croeow^ bondo stable to
rcayeate may be expected to limit the swelling# The highly
anistropic swelling of wool fibroo and similar polymor
aystome is explained by the asaociation of a'limited number
of polymer chains into definite units or micelles with tlioir
ÎÊ7
0X0 0 oriontated almost uniformly parallel to tho fibre axis. 
According to this general arrangement, mvloonies of liquid 
can poaotrato between tho mioellco foming a go! of 
relatively low viater content and the extent of pénétration 
of liquid into tlio niicjollo may bo Investigatod by finding 
tho imbibi tion va "I tie «
In the case of wool, most of tho dwelling la known to 
be InteMnioellor aa the X-*my apaoiaga are only slightly 
affected by watei' absorption^ When a wool fibre la 
immersed la water, it absorbs or imbibes approximately half 
Its dry weight of water within tho structure, its dlmonaions,
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oapeoially tranoverso, Increasing aimultanooualy* The 
imbibed viator muet be accommodated In the amorphous region,
and wo refer to the average separation distance of tho 
structural units in the swollen fibre as a pore ai%e, From 
tho results we see that tlio water iiteibition, which gives 
the amount of ohemically bold viator in the po;ro slme, 
decreases appreciably after Irradiation# This could be 
duo to the decrease in the pore sise or in other words due 
to the increase in dimorisions of the structural units *
(iv) phangos. in sppcific._surface aroa
tho specific surface area of wool fibre is also shown 
to be docreasiag with Increase in exposure time to ultra*- 
violet light « this method of physical adsorption of 
p-^ nitrophonol is more sensitive, as It gives the total 
surface area available for molecular absorption iacXuding 
surface irroguXaritles and channels of molecular dimensions 
within the fibre# Tills area seems to decrease as the 
exposure time increases thus hinting at the possible 
changes la the crystalllno element ao suggested before *
(v) l)ye absorption
As seen in tho results the dye absorption increases 
with increase in exposure tlaio* As there was no 
appreciable dllTeronco in ratelof dye absorption after
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ull:>ra«*violet radiation in case of the ihtaot and doscaled 
fibres, It ahowa that it la tho fibre oplcuticlo which is 
reaponaiblo for the increase and tho obanges in the 
epieaticle arc inclependont of the chanros in tho cortex, 
and this auggoBtion la supported by the possibility of 
difference in the felting proportiea of wool fibres after 
ultra^ v^iolo t irradiation *
It baa boon known, for many yoara that one of tho 
offecto of ultra-violet irradiation on wool la to incroaae 
tho rate of uptake of some dyes# Q & i ù r treatment a which 
produoo a similar reaults include modlfioatioa of wool by 
alkali, by- acid and by chlorination# Lindberg concluded 
that reaction of alkali and aolda with the fibre opicutlcle 
was roaponsiblo for the laoreaeed rato of dye uptake In 
these 061800 #
12.6
In- an exporlmeat by Aaly, intact flbroo wore treated, 
for 10 minutoe, in a 2 percent wt/vol. butanollo 1C OH 
solution# This treatment is believed to affect only a 
region close to tho fibre surface, - Dome of tho fibres 
were then irradiated# On cubsequont clyeing it was found 
that again tho Irradiated and unirradiated fibres dyed at 
appro.tlmatoly the same rate * the oplcuticle was destroyed 
by irradiation# This was damonstratecl by the fact that
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âllvjordoB blisters formed on fibres irracUo.tcd in aaturated 
bromine water ofter the fibre had been irradiated « It ie 
eeon fi'om the expérimental rcaulta that while the rate of 
dye uptake of tho irradiated wool fibres iacreasea, at tho 
same timo the pMiitropbenol absorption at equilibrium 
decreases# As explained oarXior, tho rate of dye uptake 
la rolnted to the chcngeo in the opicubicle and hence any 
damego to the oplouticle layer is likely to give Increase 
rate of dye uptake (Figure 20}# Tho decrease lo the 
equilibrium adoorption of p«»nitrophonol suggest same kind 
of change in the internal structure of wool either in way 
of cro38’^bond formation or in the main chain readjuetmenta,
(vi) Alkali Solubility
and Smith followed the ehangos occuring on 
irradiation of wool in the Fadeometer by tho doterm1na11on 
of incroaao in solubility in Q . Ï U sodium hydroxide 
(1 hr# at 6S^) and their roeults ahovif that the solubility 
increased from 11*9 percent for unexposed fibres to 36*2 
percent for wool exposed for 100 hours * They also found 
a linear rolationahlp between the decrease In porcentago 
cystine and the increase in alkali solubility# It v/aa 
also found that degree of dotorioratlon was greater in the 
aoid K., treated fibres and somewhat loss in those treated 
Viith alkali# -von bergenia experiments also show result^Ltt;?
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roeembllng thoso by Harris and Smith# He found that aolda 
Inoreaaed the solubility produced by the action of sunlight 
on aaniploB exposod under glasa, and that while alkalie wore 
not able to hinder breakdown of wool moleculoa they delayod 
oxidation of tho sulphur# This latter oonoluBlon was based 
on a stronger tin  ^salts reaction on alkali '«• treated wool, 
and in view of Harris and Smith figures seem rather to bo 
due to fixation of sulpMdôs In tho fibre by alkali#
It has been sho.,nexperimentally that tho alkali 
solubility increased after exposure to ultm^-violot light* 
The Chemical changes which occur ixi wool during exposure 
might result in the modification of its chemical structure 
in any of tho following ways
(1} TI.10 main peptide e!j,ain may be hydrolyaocl resulting in 
a reduction in moan molecular chain length,
(i;lj Tho dlsulphide cross linkages may be broken by 
oxidation to form non^reaotive side chains incapable of 
forming new cross linkage©, or
(111) Tho diaulphido cross linkage may be hydrolysed#
The allmll^solubility test entails treating tl^e fibres 
v/lth a solution which will rapture the dieulphido croos*^  
links. Once this is achiovod, the amount of protein 
wîiioh is capable of being dieaolved will then depend on 
tho extent of hydrolysis of the maliwehaln peptide links.
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Thus the alkali solubility figure of the Irradiated and
uriirradiatod wool shows that the effect of ultra-violet
irradiation ooulcl be due to the changea bî'ought about in
any one of the three ways mentioned above#
'Barrla and Smith found that tho resulting degradation
of wool by ultra-violet light, detemiaod by alkali-
solubility moaauremonta, and estimation of liberated
ammonia and sulphate vma directly related to decrease in
the cystine content of the fibre* Although the overall
rate of reaction is greatly inareasod by increasing the
water content of the acidity, these factors do not influence
the first stage in the reaction which Harris and Smith
believe to be a direct activation of the disulphide bond.
Tills probably leads to tho transient formation of Iona,
followed by hydrolysis {which was also ahowri to bo a
photochemical process), loading to the evolution of hydrogen
sulphide from the mietable sulphanio aoid*
+
>CIWGHo-3~ S« CIio*GH< >GH - CHo- S + S « CH.,- CIi<Æ A. (i,
[jgû >CK - dig - OH •> ilOS - CHg»GH<
The iiydrogon sulphide la eventually oxidised to
sulphate #
The alkali solubility increases when wool is degraded 
either by peplvide^ bonci breakdown or rupttu'e of the dioulphido
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Dnda# According to thoao authors moreover diaoriontûtion 
of tho macromolocular structure, reaulting from tho breaking 
of hydrogen bonds only, aloo greatly Incroaooa the alkali 
eoluhility although no covalent bonds have boon broken#
(vii) Urea-bisulnhit6 solubility
There doos not appear to bo say roeeon why mi incroaao 
in Bolubility oftor irradiation should not b o ’interpreted in 
tl'jo same way aa an iœroaao in tho alkali aolntion figure, 
namely as ovMonco of main chain hydrolyeio # A reaction
takes place botweon tho bisulphite and tho diaulphido cross- 
linkages, changing tho wool molecular structure, at least 
in part-;- urea has tho power to disperse .proteins, which
it dooa by hydrogen bonding to the imldol form of ti,io 
peptide link* If ultra-violet radiation attcieks tho 
disulphide bond, either directly, or lndlreot3.y, an increase 
in wool solubility after radiation would be oxpeotecU
The results (Figm’o 16) are contradlstory to those
tkù
obtained by" W e e  et al# They exposed Merino 64 s (root 
half of staple), for seven days to radiation from a Hanovia 
type SBC 45-watt lamp, using a Woods glass filter at a 
temp0r6?.ture of about 2 5 %  * Tho caloulatod pcroontago- 
oolubiliby was thon loss than that of undamaged wool# At
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tho same time they recorded the high oolubility of the root 
end of flooco wool before praoesalng contrasted with the 
lower valuoo for the whole staple la, commercially aooured
The present résulté are, however, la accordance with
m
those of Meimaroglou who attributed the eauooa of this 
discrepancy with tho. results of Lees to one of the following 
.factors *
(a) The intouaity of the 3.1ght source
(b) The mo of tho teods filter,, which stops the 
longer wavelength of the ultra-violet spectrum but allows 
the shorter wavelengths to pass through*
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On the basis of electron microscopic otuclioa by Mercer
showing that the soluble protein comes only from tho ortho-
cortex and the insoluble residue oonslets of a mixture of
para-oortOK, orthocortex, cortical cell membrane and tho
resistant cuticle sheath, one may conclude that the action
of the short wavelengths alone on the orthocortex causes a
decrease in tho porcontago solubility*
According to Lees and Elaworth tho solubility of wool
in alkaline urea-biaulphito solution deoreaaos, to an extent
depending on the cQudltiona of pre-treatment of the fibre#
The decrease in solubility is due to formation of new stable
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cross-linkages during alkaline treatment# Buaenbury
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measured tho cyotlno content and tho uroa-bieulphito
eolubilitloê of tho portion and found that the
above values viere lower than those of tho M)ody^  of the
atapie# Be attributed it to the Indications either of
tho effect of sunlight and/or weathering of the fibres
while on tho animals, or of contact with alkaline conditions #
Probably this la one of the reasons why beoa ot b1 got the
low urea-bisiilpbito solubility résulta of the tips of 
1*10
Merino fleece#
The effect of various factors - pH value, concentration 
of bleulphlto and of urea, temperature end time - on the 
solubility of wool In urea - blaulphite is quite Important, 
and as such these factors wore controlled In the experiments, 
It has Won observed that tho urea - bisulphite 
solubility differs between coarser and finer wools within 
tho same top and thia could be attributed to the fact that 
finer fibres offer a relatively larger area of attack* It 
is further possible that finer and coarse fibres differ in 
morphological structure, and that different elements of 
Btruoturo differ la their résistance to attack by the 
partioulDr roagoat, or they allow for its diffusion with 
greater or Iobb ease* Tho above observations may well 
support the low values of uroa-bleulphlte solubility obtained 
in tho results, assuming that the wool used is of coarse 
quality#
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Wibaax and his Colleagues have pointed out that, 
according to oloctronmioroacopic studios by P# Kaaoonbeok, 
the eutiolo of coarse and fine fibres differ do ao to 
pemlt reagents to diffuse more easily into the finer 
fibres than into the coaroor yarn. The high value of 
the urea-blaulphite 0 0'iubiIlty of the cloBcalod unirmdlated 
wool fibres (fable VIII) may be l^acountcd for by tho 
preceding suggestion#
Coosidoring tho values in fable VIII, It is noticed 
that after ultra-violet irradiation, the solubility of the 
dcsoaXod fibre io inareaood* The following suggootione 
may bo put forward tmmrda thia effect# flila may bo duo 
to 2
i%) The formation of-soma oroea-llnkàgea after 
irradiation#
(li) The increaao la their reeistanco to attack by 
urea-blâuiphlt0 | duo to change In morphological structure 
of the fibre whereby Uw diffusion proceeds with lees ease, 
the argmnent against (i) is that If cross-linkagOB 
are formed in the descaled wool there is no reason why 
those should not be formed in ease of intact wool thei'ohy 
giving decroaaed solubility which does not occur *
(Table VIII) and Figure 16#
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Further experimental work ia required to be done 
before any definite suggestion.oan be put forward to account 
for the changes io urea-blBulphite solubility of the 
deooaied wool fibres#
4*2 - Photogliemieal effect on Vieooee rayon
Xn gonoral, changea observed in tho breaking strength 
and In the ouprammonlmi fluidity serve as a measure of 
degradation suffered, although the presence of other agents 
in the exposed samples also seem quite significant* Losses 
in breaking strength or work of rupture of exposed fibres 
indicate the extent of physical damage, while Increase in 
the fluidity reveal the progressive molecular breakdown, or 
clepolymeriaatimi| that occurs in viscose rayon* Light ia 
believed to bre^ ik tho molecular chaîne of celluloao into 
shorter units and to weaken the gluoosldlo linkages so that 
they are more readily attaclmd end ruptured by oxygon*
Tho rate of reaction io increased when moisture Is prosent*
Tho breakdown products obtained pooseas the properties' of
14?
a rccluclng type of oxy - colXuloso*
When irradiated matt and bright viscose rayon fibres 
wore Immersed In 1 percent ferrous sulphate solution 
followed by -an immersion la 1 percent potassium ferrxcyanido, 
both samples were stained deep blue while tho unirradiated
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flbroa wore iraataiaoci* Alao by the apfjllccvcion of Gllbbens 
end Geako boat, the exposed viscose fibres were stained 
heavily dark* These tests confirmed tho nature of 1’ormotdou 
of OKyoGlluIoeo by tho ultra-violet irradiation*
Tho iïicrcîase in fluidity is indicative of the otep'wioo 
sciSBion of the cellulose molecule into smaller fragments.
On oxidation, the hydroxyl groups oxi ooXluloao molecules are 
first converted into.aidehydlc groups which on further 
oxidation are changed into osrboxylic groupe particularly in 
the omo of deluatred fibres where tho delustring agent 
might prove a suitablecatalyst* The copper reduction 
procedure which is a îBeasure of power of oolluloso to reduce 
Fehling^s eolation to meWllic copner was used to determine
‘  m
the proeence of free aldehyde group* The absence of 
aldehyde group was noted with both bright and matt viscose 
rayon suggesting that probably all the group have
boon further OKicli^ed to -COOIl group in these cases after 
irradiation* The far ultra-violet degradation process ia 
mox'O rapid in action, breaking down colluloso by molecular 
dissociation which ia indopondont of the presence of oxygen 
but in its early stages ia inhibited by moisture, and causes 
strength losses In cotton which are ticcompanied by small 
inoroasea. It was concluded from a result of
Xh^
eax'Gfully conducted experiments that near ultra-violet
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light Î3 of insufflciont energy oontont to cause dii^eet 
moleoulaT change in oollulose, but la able to excite the 
aurrouncling atmospheric oxygen molecules, wlrlch then attack 
eeiluloao- chains *
The loss In tonaile strength of the fibre after 
irradiation may be also due to tho breakdown of cross-bonds 
botwoon adjacent molecules * The tensile rupture of a 
viacoso rayon fibre occurs mainly by the irreversible 
slipping of adjacent cel3,ulose molecules over each other 
with the application of increasing Btrosa the fibre 
elongates, at first with the reversible elasticity (the 
fibre structure being strained without internal slipping 
ocourlag), and then Irreversibly with Increasing speed until 
rupture takes place# Strong orosa-bonds between adjacent 
moloculoa when broken by ultra-violet light might increase 
tho possibility of internal slipping, so that the exposed 
fibro showed a greater irreversible extension and plasticity 
oven at low loads#
Since the fluidity Increases of aamples in the present 
exposure test are generally not large, it Is conaldorod that 
measuremont of tho loss of strength of a materia). Is a more 
sensitive indication of degradation# According to Egorton, 
measurement of fluidity of the photochemically degraded 
textile fibre In a suitable solvent does not reveal the
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extent of degradation* For instance, viaoose “rayon 
dolwwred with titanium dioxide loses strength on oxpoDure 
to oisnlight, but tho degradation ia very inadequately
reoroGonted by the change in fluidity of the cuprammonlum
m
solution of the viscose rayon* Sohwan found however, when 
evaluated on the basis of tho deterioration of degree of 
polymerisation, the yarn which had not boon deluetrod proved 
superior in all roepoots, whereas when evaluated on tho 
baoie of dry tensile strength, no difference worth 
mentioning could be determined on an average between 
clQlustrod and lustrous rayon#
4*3 - Photoehomlcal effect on nylon
!
The polymor chain io broken by tho radiax:it onorgy of 
ultra-violet light, and tho arrows indicate tho probable 
pointe of cleavage# the carbonyl group of the amide 
linkage
Ï &  ■ »S Ï   ,? &
m H— C — — C W ^  — G — (Gllq)}v;— 0 " hydrocarbon ^ A, ^  ^ fit,
carbon monoxide
o
absorba energy at 2800 Â, and this energy apparently roeults
In the sclaaion of the bond between the imino group ami the 
carbonyl group# This results In an decreased vlocoaity 
number after irradiation#
lOB
Hylon le a polyamide and absorption cbar^ioteristioB 
similar to poly,poptidos and proteins would be exported»
0
A region of solectire absorption at aporoximateXy 2300 A 
baa been attributed to the amide group, and more particularly 
to tho carbonyl unit of this group* Tho aplltting of the 
bond and removal of G « 0 as a reoult of ultra-violet 
oxpoaure are possible and could be rosponeibXo for tho
n?
changea in the uitra-vioiet spectrum*
Tho important effect of titanium dioxide, present a© 
a doluatrant, in increasing the rate of photochemical 
degradation ia well known« The rasuTte of work done by 
bgo3£'ton ehoiv iiowever, that the titanium dioxide has little 
or no effect during exposure in completely ûry air* Although 
the rata of degradation of tho undyed dull nylon yarn wao 
groator than that of the undyed bright yarn, no consistent 
difference waa observed when the matori.o-Io wore dyed with 
very, active vat dyee* There iaalao small effect of 
humidity on the rata of photochemical degradation of dyed 
nylon, bright or dull, and thus the effect of light on 
nylon aaem to be purely-pbotolytlc « Tho light and other 
atmoophoric conditions activate the polyamide molecule and 
the hydrolysis of the amide group résulta in nevi amino and 
earboxyXic gi'oups and also in the formation of doubXo bonds 
and poroxldeo# This proooos has the general effect-of
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reducing the vlBCoeity of nylon in m-oreaol and also reducing 
tho tonsilo strength of the yarn, in addition to deoreaeing 
ita molecular weight and these eetiiootione can bo a 
roaaonable empirical basle of oomparieon * Since the 
strength of G - U bond io r^vther weak aa oompai'od with the 
V C bond, therefore chain break probably occurs at the 
amide linkage*
The reaiilts of the maaa spectrometrio and pyrolysis
©
teats by Aohhammer et aï showed that the polymer molecule 
breaks at the # 0 - H - bonds in adjacent group of a 
molecule, the break •releasing a bicarbonyl polymothyleno 
fragmenté This blcarbonyl polymethylene fragment reacts 
to form water, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrocarbon 
and cycXopeafeariono, tho particular products depending on tho 
exposuro conditions* The breaking of o. vory small proportion
of tho G - U bouda would rosiilt in an appreciable docreaso in
a
molecular weight and aa appreciable change In physical 
characteristic * The experinsontaX results show quite 
clearly the reduction in the molecular weight as ealoulatod 
from the viooosity numbers after th.o increase in exposure 
time» kohhammer ot al also found that the results of tho 
light and electron microecopical studies auggost an Increase 
in crystallinlty particularly on exposure to ultrs-v:lol,ot 
radiant energy, though electron and X-ray diffraction failed
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to rovoaï any ouch change* Infra-reel tranomieelon studiee 
of Baiupleo before and after cxpoauro to ultra-violet radiant 
energy ohow that t!).ere are no fundamental changes in the 
repeating unit of chemical structure of tl<o polyamide molooulo 
as a result of such treatment*
Finally reference to Fig* 4 and Fig« 6 will show that 
there was A considerable difference between wool 6Uid 
Fibre)ano in tho relative percentage rocluction in work after 
the two materials had been exposed to ultra-violet light#
This would suggest that further examination of these 
maiterialB might yield intereating information on the 
behaviour of protein structuras#
âiu.gjkj.-g. -3.
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(a) During the initial period of expoeuro the effect
of radiation le moro aovoro than io tho case with a later 
period of equal oxpoowo#
(b) There io a loss ia strength and QKtonaibility aiid 
honoo an Inoreaae in the reduction in vjork of rupture 
with oKpoouro# Goaroo yarno are looo affected than 
finer yarea#
Cc) The density and the refractive Indices of the fibre 
incroaood after mcposuro*
(d) There is an Inoroase in alkali solubility and 
uroa-bisulphite solubility after exposure#
{e) Tho imbibition value of exposed fibres Is loss than 
that of tho unexpoaod fibres#
CfI Tho specific surface area of inlAaot wool docroaeed 
after exposure«
(g) The rate of dye absorption increased after exposure 
for intact wool although there was no apparent différence 
In the rate for exposed mid unexposod doscalod wool#
Tho radiation causes a ohomioal modification of 
wool fibre probably both In tho scales and in tho inner 
Dtructero# Tho former view is a^ipportcd by the work 
on descaled wool and the latter by tho changes :ui density, 
refractive index alkaXi-solubi3,ity, uroa-biaulphito
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eoliabllity, imbibition value m û  change in specific eurfaco
area after InWiatlon# The increaco in density may bo 
duQ to tho formation of produota of hydroXyaia and 
oxidation of diBulpliido bonds by action of light  ^thereby 
increasing the mass of the fibro structure# The 
suggestion also put forward is that under the influence of
light, diaulphido bonds break and tho main chaîna may come 
eloser to each other thus making tho whole structure more 
compact# In addition to the broakdoim of diauiphlde bonds, 
the main chains may also bi^ oak and the broken chaîna may 
allno thomaalvoa near tho cryetailltes, thus imparting an 
additional partial cryatalXlnity to tho exposed fibre#
This suggestion la supported by the fact that tho imbibition 
value and specific surface area of the exposed flbroa aro^  
lower tliiau the correspond lug values for moxpoaed v^ ooX#
The structural roadjustment of molecular chains after
exposuro sooms to bo a good reason for those changes# The
reduction io strength of wool fib%*e after exposure lo due 
to the breakdown of dieulpliide liokagoa whereby there io 
a better ohanco of a slippage between the main - chaîne#
It may bo d m  to the cleavage of the main chaîne also#
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OthQv fibrea
ia) There le a reduction in strength of viecoae rayon, 
acrylonitrlXo fibres, nylon 6#6, and FibroXane BX after 
exposure, ©uggeatlng that tho molucular structure of 
tSiOBO material8 has been modified by tho action of ultra- 
violet light#
Cb] The rèoülto of atimgth testa showed that the 
prosonce of doluotring agent increase the degree of fibro 
degradation# Thus mâtt M93 suffered more loss In strength 
than the bright M95, and matt Gourtcllo suffered more loss 
In strength than Aorllan, after exposure to ultra-violet 
li#t#
fc) Tho fluidity of viaooeo rayon increases after ultra­
violet exposure, possibly suggesting a stepwise scission 
of the cellulose molecule into smaller fragments#
Cd) The viocosity and the molecular x-roight of nylon 6#6 
decreased after exposure which shows that polymor chain io 
broken by the radiant oaezygy of ultra^ v^iolot lights aluco 
tho strength of bond io rather weak as compared with
the -C-G- bonds, chain break probably occurs at the amide 
linkage#
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